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P ersistent in the Right; F ea rless in Opposing W rong,

V O L U M E

Department of Science.
E d it e d

Matter,

by

DR. J. HAMER, Sr.

Force and Consequent
Motion.

( c o n tin u ed

from e a s t w e e k .)

There is, however, this functional
difference between chlorophyll corpus
cles and leukoplast, that in the former
the synthetic process, i. e., the con
struction of protoplasm, begins with
such simple substances as carbon
dioxide, water and mineral salts, where
as in the latter they begin (**) with
tolerably complex substances, such, for
example, as glucose and asparagin.”
Plants which do net contain chloro
phyll absorb their carbon in the form
of more complex carbon compounds
which contain carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen and in which the carbon is di
rectly combined with hydrogen. “ There
seems to be a correlation between the
energy acting through chlorophyll and
that which enables the organism to
seize the carbon of the mineral world—
the carbon which has sunk to the low
est resting stage of combination—and
to raise it into combination with hydro
gen and oxygen and ultimately with
nitrogen.” There is every reason to
believe from the facts already stated
and those yet to be presented, that the
primeval cell or cells in which were
first manifested the phenomena of or
ganic life and in its lowest and most
simple form was an arrangement of the
elements of matter in such a manner as
when acted upon by extrinsic force in
the form of kinetic energy to lead to a
series of mesostates through a syntheti
cal process terminating in the forma
tion of chlorophyll. In the construction
of the protoplasm of chlorophyll as
well as the other parts of the organ
ism, we have a preceding lower stage
at the commencement of the construc
tive metabolism — a simple bienary
chemical compound consisting of but
two elements of matter, viz : oxygen
and hydrogen. But before it can be
come vegetable protoplasm there must
be another element, which is carbon,
added to this compound. Now in the
liquid, water, which is a product formed
by a union of these same, two elements,
there is more latent (potential) energy
as we have before stated, than in any
other liquid. According to Faraday,
in the decomposition of a grain of
water there is more electrical energy
set free than in the brightest flash of
lightning.
( c on tin u ed
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n e x t w e e k .)

THE TWO YASES.
What I am about to relate is abso
lutely true. It has never appeared in
type before. I shall merely make a
necessary change in names and locale,
leaving the facts exactly as they were
detailed to me by one personally inter
ested in the story.
In a rambling old rectory in the Mid
lands there had stood for more than
forty years two china vases—not spec
ially admired or valued by the owner—
dusted by the sacrilegious hands of
every chance housemaid, yet, curiously
enough, unbroken during that long
period of time. There were quantities
of china lying about and ranged along
the walls, apparently of equal or great
er value. The place was a vast china
warren—why, no one seemed to know.
At the end of forty years the Rector
who had a more dignified ecclesiastical
title as well, died. Like Mr. Bardell,
“ he glided almost imperceptibly from
the world,” and left his china behind
him.
The Rector left two sons, Robert and
James Fitzroy.
The property was
divided pretty equally between the two
except that to Robert the elder, went
the furniture, pictures, plate and china.
Before the final settlement, however,
James Fitzroy said to Robert: “I have
a fancy for those two vases out of the
hall—more for auld lang syne than any
thing else.’To which Robert replied with
generosity more conspicuous than dis
crimination : “All right; I don’t care
about them. You may^have them with
pleasure.”
The incident, which seemed to both
trivial enough, did not dwell in the
minds of either of the brothers. James,
who whs a barrister by profession and
a farmer by preference, took bis spoil
away.. The vases were placed in the
drawing-room of his country bouse,
where his wife, partly because her bus-

band from old associations attached
value to them, dusted them herself.
One day a lady of their acquaintance
called at The Briars. After the usual
platitudes about the weather and the
dullness of the season, the visitor glanc
ed around the room in search of a new
subject. The errant gaze lighted on
the strange vases, and the quest was
over.
-“ Oh, what lovely vases! ' Where did
you get them, Mrs. Fitzroy?”
“They came from my husband’s
father’s. Were they not in the room
when you called last, Mrs. Hemming?”
“No, I am sure they were not. I do
admire them tremendously; don’t
you ?” Here the visitor crosses the
the room to inspect the delicate ware
more closely. The pantomime of de
votion which follows can be more easily
imagined than described.
“I like' them very well,” replies the
hos'ess, unsympathetically; “ but I have
seen a great many vases that I like
better.”
The visitor returns to her seat, but
cannot keep her eyes and thoughts from
the object of admiration.
A week afterward Mrs. Hemming
calls again. This time she is accom
panied by Lady Sarah Mordaunt, who
is an ardent china maniac. Mrs. Hem
ming introduces her friend. Together
they strike becoming, appreciative, and
to the unsympathetic, somewhat ludic
rous attitudes before their idol. Mrs.
Fitzroy plays second fiddle to her own
china. Lady Sarah Mordaunt is ever
louder in her praises than Mrs. Hem
ming. Together they insisted, unmov
ed by the passive resistance of their
hostess, on removing the contents of
a glass hitherto filled with bric-a-brac
and installing in its place the two vases.
Departing with a solmnity becoming to
the occasion, they thus exhorted Mrs.
Fitzroy : “If you and your husband
do not really value this china, why not
send it to Messrs. Christie & Mason,
abd let them send it to some one who
will?”
«JLady Sarah Mordaunt, with, indeed,
an enthusiasm worthy of the cause, was
quite rude about it. The world outside
chinamania is, to the true believer, very
much what Macedonia was to Athens
in . the day of Pericles—a barbarism
only to be touched with the tongs.
These exhortations sunk deep into
-the receptive soul of Mrs. Fitzroy, and
eventually permeated even the more
pachydermatous entity which compos
ed her husband. The barrister com
municated with the famous firm of
auctioneers. They asked for a descrip
tion of the china, which was given.
Ultimately by their advice, the vases
were sent up to King street, St. Jamse’s
Square, to be inspected, and sold for
what they would fetch.
“Let us have a little jaunt up to
town, my dear,” remarked Mr. James
Fitzroy to his wife; “if the china is all
they say, the vases ought to fetch a
ten-pound note each, and that vyill pay
our expenses. We have not had a holi
day for a long time.” Like John Gil
pin, when proposing a similar excursion*
Mr. Fitzroy was unaware that the
future was big with fate. There the
simile breaks down.
Accordingly, to town they went, put
ting up at the Bedford hotel, in Convent
Garden. After a few days spent in en
joyment Mr. Fitzroy received a notice
from Christie & Mason that his vases
would be sold on a certain day the fol
lowing week at the end of the sale of
Count Mirabeau’s china. Count Mirabeau was a name dear to connoisseurs,
and even celebrated outside the charm
ed circle. He was, in fact; a hierophant
; of the china fetish.
“I should like to see this collection
of Count Mirabeau’s they talk so much
about in the papers,” said Mr James
Fitzroy. “ I think we will go to the
sale.”
With this view, when the day arrived
they went, prepared to swallow quietly
their own (and the vases’) comparative
insignificance.
On their arrival in
King -street they found the rooms, of
course, crowded with gentlemen and
dealers. ~ The time fixed for the sale
had not yet come.
Making their way with difficulty
through the room, Mr. and Mrs. Fitz
roy met an acquaintance from the Mid
land shire in which they lived.
“ Hallo, Fitzroy ! what are you doing
here? I never knew you were a maniac.
What brings you to Christie’s on a china
day?”
“I don’t go in for this sort of a thing
as a rule, but I thought I should like
to see Count Mirabeau’s collection.
They talk so much about it. Besides,

I have a little thing in the sale myself.”
The friend did not heed the last part
of the remark, but answered the first.
“ Oh, Count Mirabeau! Yes, that is
fine enough, I confess; but it is noth
ing compared'to some china at the fur
ther end of the room. You come this
way and I will show you.” The trio
threaded their way to a remote corner
of the sale-room, passing as rapidly as
might be a great quantity of very
handsome china which was arranged
and ticketed ready for sale. At the
end, remote from the door and near the
rostrum, under two glass molds, on a
table stood their own two vases.
“ There, look at that,” remarks the
friend complacently, with the gentle
patronage of surperior knowledge.
“That is china if you like—worth
any other ten pieces in the room. Quite
unique 1”
“ Hang it!” said Mr. Fitzroy. “I
need not have come all this way to see
those vases. Why they are mine 1”
“Yours, Fitzroy ! I like that! You
have turned humorist in your old age.
Don’t you wish they were by Jove 1
You must take care of your husband
Mrs. Fitzpoy. He works too hard.”
“Thank you for the insinuation, Som
erset. I am sane enough to know my
own property when I see it. I tell you
those vases that you think so much of
are mine, I sent them down to Chris
tie.” The tone and the words were too
earnest to be mistaken.
By this time the bystanders had
heard the colloquy and had gathered
the import of what was passing. The
dealers swarmed around Mr. Fitzroy
like vultures upon carron. They took
the facts and the “greenness” in at a
glance.
“I will give you five ’undred pounds
for those vases.”
“I will give you six ’undred pounds
for those vases.”
• “I will give you eight ’undred pounds
for those vases.”
“I will give you more than any man
in England for those vases on the table,
sir.” Such were the cries which re
sounded on all bands. Mr. Fitzroy
was perfectly bewildered, and ran con
siderable risk of being reduced to the
condition Somerset had suggested pre
viously. The latter, who was an old
hand, came to his rescue.
“Don’t be a fool, Fitzroy. I f they
really are yours,keep a cool head on
your shoulders. They tell me telegrams
have been on the go all over Europe
about those vases to-day. They are
worth a mint of money. Don’t part to
any of these sharks.”
On the steps of the hall the barrister
would have taken twenty pounds for his
chances from that day’s sale with cheer
ful alacrity.
Mrs. Fitzroy was looking very white.
The sudden turn of affairs had taken
was almost too much for her.
“Don’t faint, my dear,” remarked
her husband. The advice was needed.
She felt very like it. But woman’s
buttress, curiosity to see the end, sus
tained her. If a woman were not cur
ious, she would die more often than she
does.
The sale bogan. Count Mirabeau’s
collection was sold first. The junior
partner was the auctioneer. The Count’s
china was indeed magnificent, and duly
appreciated. The bidding was active
and the prices adequate. Nevertheless
throughout there was a restless feeling
of impatience. More was coming. The
tid-bit was kept to the last.
There was a pause. Then, amidst
loud applause and great excitement, to
which it may be imagined the Fitzroys
were not insensible, the two vases were
placed before Mr. Woods the auction
eer, in full view of the audience. When
silence supervened, Woods said:
“ Gentlemen, we know next to nothing
about this china which stands before
you, and of which you have just testi
fied your approval. We cannot give
you its detailed history. All we know
is that these vases have been bidden
away in a country rectory for forty
years and more. Anything further
back seems to be absolutely uncertain.
One thing, however, we do know abso
lutely : The tinting is the real Rose
du Barri. We thought their were only
five vases in Europe, the finest existing
examples of this beautiful ware. We
now know there are seven. The sixth
and seventh stand before you, gentle
men.”
Another round of applause greeted
the conclusion of this short speech.
The bidding began. Mr. and Mrs.
James Fitzroy stood in the corner un
noticed, breathless with suppressed ex
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citement. No one heeded them. They
again played second fiddle to their own
property.
Five hundred pounds was the first
bid for the pair. A cheer emphasized
the spirited start. A cool thousand
was, however, soon reached. Then
there was a pause, amid silence which
could be felt and almost heard. Only
three bidders were left in. Every one
understood that they were gathering
up their forces for the final conflict.
“It is against you, my lord,” the
auctioneer remarked quietly.
The hint was taken, and the bidding
began again. “Fifteen hundred guineas. ’
An unanwerable argument. The ham
mer falls. The crowd cheers. The
wealthiest nobleman in England is the
purchaser. Mr. James Fitzroy is the
wealthier by one thousand five hundred
pounds. Mrs. Fitzroy marks her ap
preciation of the gravity of the situa
tion and her own good luck in true
feminine fashion, by promptly faint
ing.
It reads like a romance, yet happens
to be perfectly true.
*
*
*
*
*
*
About the same time a girl chances
to die of starvation. One of the week
ly papers saw fit to couple the episode
of the vases and the death of the girl
together, although the two things were
distinct. The effort was lyrical, and the
last couplet ran :
“ But she was only common clay,
And these were Rose du Barri.”

J(t
*
*
*
*
A puff of smoke rises up into the
air and curls in graceful spiral curves
to the ceiling, where it hovers until its
identity is lost, owing to the fact of its
being joined by other unsubstantial
emanations from the same source.
“ But you are Robert Fitzroy !” quer
ies the listener, who has been silent
for five minutes after the narrator of
the story had finished.
“Yes,” with another and more vigor
ous puff of smoke, which may or may
not have been expressive of internal
emotion. “I gave those vases to my
brother.”— London World.
MR. A N D MRS. B O W S E R .
MR. BOWSER TAKES A TURN AMONG THE
STORES.

I had mentioned in a casual way that
we needed some dishes, a new carpet,
and some table-linen, and that I must
get down town and buy them, when
Mr. Bowser came home at 2 o ’clock
one afternoon and said :
“ Well, are you ready ?”
“For what ?”
'“ Why, to go ■down and buy those
things.”
“But I didn’t know you wanted to
go. Indeed, I wish you wouldn’t.”
“ Oh, you do 1 Are you ashamed to
be seen with me on the street ?”
“You know I ’m not. I ’m afraid you
—you—”
“ Well, what ?’’
“You’ll jaw folks and get into a
quarrel.”
“ Mrs. Bowser, are you going soft in
the head ? Jaw folks ! Get in a quar
rel I Humph 1 Are you coming ?”
We first visited the carpet store. I
had not yet-made up my mind whether
to buy a brussels or velvet, nor whether
to get light or dark colors. I expected
to take a chair and have the clerk roll
down about fifty pieces of each kind,
and to be all of two hours making up
my mind. One clerk ran to place
chairs for us. A second arranged the
window curtains, and a third inquired
of Mr. Bowser :
“Did you wish to look at some car
pets ?”
“Did I come here to buy oysters ?”
demanded Mr. Bowser.
“Ah—um ! Light or dark colors ?”
“Light.”
“ But the dark are all the style, you
know.”
“I don’t know anything of the s o r t!
There are plenty of white horses and
houses, and white shirts and hats ; and
I don’t know why light carpets should
not be fashionable. Roll down this
piece.”
.
“Yes, sir ; but you won’t like it.
This dark pattern is what Mrs. Gov.
Smith selected for her front bedroom.”
“ Yes, Well, I may get that for my
horse barn later on. Send up a man to
measure the room, and give me that
light pattern.”
“ Why, Mr. Bowser 1” I said. “You
haven’t selected already 1”
“Certainly.”
“ But we—we— ”
“ Five minutes is enough for any one
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to select a carpet, Mrs. Bowser. We and if we moved you know-------- ”
“ I want about $15 worth of dishes,”
want body-brussels, and we want a
light ground. That’s all there’s to it. interrupted Mr. Bowser.
“Yes, sir, in just a moment.”
We will now go over and buy the table
“How many of those tooth-pick hold
linen.”
ers
have you got ? ’
“But, can’t I have time to look
“Only
five.”
around ?”
“I ’ll take the l o t ; and now come and
“Time ! What do you want of time ?
You want three linen tablecloths and wait on me, I want twelve cups and
two dozen napkins. We’ve got the saucers, twenty-four plates, three or
money to pay for ’em. What more is four platters, two tureens and a fish
platter.”
desired ?”
The lady turned about and killed me
“But it’s so sudden.”
“So are earthquakes. We’ll go in dead with one look. Then she looked
at the back of Mr. Bowser’s neck and
here.”
We entered a dry goods store and tried to murder him, but he would not
sat down to the counter. A young fall. Then she returned and killed me
man came forward to wait on us, and over again, gave her shoulders a twist
after being told what was wanted, he and walked out of the store. She had
barely departed when a fresh arrival
queried :
“So you want some real linen. Well, asked our clerk, busy though he was,
to show her some teaspoons.
here is something I can recommend.”
“ Madame,” said Mr. Bowser, “do you
“Is that all linen ?”
wish to buy some spoons?”
“Yes, sir.”
“ Perhaps.”
“Is it ?” asked Mr.’ Bowser, as he
“Do you know whether you do or
turned to me.
I didn't think it was, but I told Mr. not ?”
“ Why—I—-I will look at them.”
Bowser to let it go. It was the custom
“Very w ell; you sit down and wait
in all dry goods stores to lie about such
things, and no one thought of raising a until I am through buying. I came to
buy, know what I want, and shall pay
row.
“ Madam,” said Mr. Bowser, as h e . cash down.”
I was killed again, and if looks could
took the cloth over to a motherly old
have crushed Mr. Bowser he’d have
lady, “is this all linen ?”
“No, sir ; it’s half cotton !” she re been a- mangled corpse in ten seconds.
We were only thirteen minutes buying
plied, after an inspection.
the
dishes, and as we got out and reach
“ Where’s the proprietor of this store?”
ed
the
car Mr. Bowser said :
he demanded of the clerk.
“Mrs. Bowser, when you come down
“I—I ’ll call him, sir.”
town do you go fooling around the
The proprietor came up.
stores and obstructing doorways and
“Is that linen ?” asked Mr. Bowser. crosswalks like the women we have seen
“It passes for linen, sir.”
to-day ?”
“If you put a cow’s horns and a tail , “I—I guess I do.”
on a horse he’d pass for a cow, wouldn’t
“And end by buying four cents’ worth
he ? Sir, this looks to me like a petty of something ?”
swindle, and one you ought to be
‘,Yes ; it is the custom.”
ashamed of 1”
“And it would have taken you three
The proprietor began to blow up the weeks to buy what we bought in two
clerk, and the clerk said he’d resign, hours?”
and as we got out doors I penned Mr.
“Yes, sir.”
Bowser into a doorway, and said :
“Then I ’ll write this very day to an
“I ’ll never, never dare enter this idiot asylum and see if I can squeeze
store again 1”
you in ! I t’s no wonder every other
“Don’t want you to. The man is a home in Detroit is full of scandal, andliar and the clerk lied by his instruc every other husband wants a divorce I”
tions. We’ll try another.”
—Detroit Free Press.
The next store was crowded, and as
we reached the linen counter it was to
H orses W ith Horse Sence.
find every stool occupied. I tried to
get Mr. Bowser out, anticipating trou
Riding west on a late Madison street
ble, but unfortunately at that moment car last night was a Joung man who
one lady observed to another :
was deeply interested in horses. He
“Dear me, this is thé third afternoon observed that they seemed in a tre
I ’ve Gome down town to buy a table mendous hurry; it was all the driver
cloth and haven’t got suited yet.”
could do to restrain them, and yet a
“And I want four crash towels, and tap of the bell would instantly cause
I ’ve been all over town twice,” replied them to slacken speed and stop.
the other.
“This must be the last trip,” the
“Here, you Î” snapped Mr. Bowser to
young fellow remarked inquiringly to
the clerk, “are you busy ?”
the driver.
“ Waiting on these ladies, sir.”
“You bet it is, and them hosses know
“Have they bought anything?”
it
as
well as me.”
“No, sir.”
“Do
they ever forget their time to go
“Are they going to ?”
in
?”
“I—I don’t know.”
“ Forget? Not much. They begin to
“Well, I ’ve no time to fool away.
We want three linen table-cloths and prance and hustle the minute the turn
is made at the end of the lane, and the
two dozen napkins.”
The ladies arose in great indignation. run in is made at a gallop as far as
Each of them gave me a look that they’re allowed.”
pierced me to the heart, and each one
“I heard a Cincinnati driver say a
gave Mr. Bowser a look which ought mule could count five. Do you think
to have shortened him two feet. In that’s so ?”
seven minutes we had found what we
“I don’t know about that, but I work
wanted, paid the bill and were ready to ed down on a farm where the mules
go. The clerk acted a bit sulky, and would make a break for the house with
Mr. Bowser was getting ready to give out waiting to be unhitched the minute
him a blast when I appealed to him to they heard the dinner bell ring. A mule’s
hold his peace. I told him it was the mighty smart and stubborn, too. If he
custom for several thousand ladies to makes up his mind to go to dinner he
Comedown town every afternoon and just goes, and the little matter of a
shop, and that shopping consisted of plough and boy hanging to him is of no
promenading up and down to show their consequence.”
suits off to a lot of well-dressed loafers,
“ Well, this Cincinnati driver told
and entering the stores and taking an me,” the young man said, “that his
hour and a half to buy a sixpence worth mules could count at least five. He
of lace or ribbon. The clerk melted a knew this because his mules would
little at the same moment, and I got pass the barn four times without notic
Mr. Bowser out without another erup ing it, but the fifth time they’d turn
tion.
out. They knew it was the end of
“Now for the dishes,” he said as we their beat. He said he had tried to
got out, and we went to a crockery whip them past the barn, but they’d
store.
stop at the proper place in spite of the
My heart sunk as I saw the place lash.”
crowded with ladies. We baited beside
“I don’t doubt it, for these horses
one who was saying to a clerk :
can count. They know that one ring
“And so that tooth-pick holder is six of this conductor’s bell means to stop,
cents ?”
and they begin to check up as quick
“Only six, madam.”
as the signal is given. Two rings they
“How very cute !”
know means ‘go ahead,’ and you can
“Yes; it is.”
see for yourself that when the conductor
“And it is imported?”
taps the bell twice they move off with
out a sign from me.”
“It is.”
A t the next crossing the bell was
“How very, very, charming ! This is
tapped
once and the horses began slack
the same one I saw yesterday, is it?”
ing
speed.
They had scarcely come to
“Oh, certainly.”
a
standstill
when two sharp rings were
“Dear me, but I wish I could make
up my mind whether to take it or not. given and the horses bent to their work
You see, we may move in the spring, right heartily. A few blocks farther
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on the conductor, in giving the signal
to “go ahead;” jerked the bell-cord in
such a way that only one ring was
sounded, and to this the horses did not
respond. The driver had to urge them
with voice and lines before they show
ed, any signs of moving. It was also
observed that they slackened speed of
their own accord at railroad crossings,
at switches and rounding curves. The
driver himself was not more alert or
careful.— Chicago Mail.
A D im e N o v el Youth,
• For some time I ’ve had my flesh all
pucker up into goose pimples perusin’
excitin’ times the poor settlers on the
frontiers has had with them red injins
of the forest. I stood this thing ’till
my blood biled, and I felt like risin’ up
Wilyum Rilly an’ knockin’ the spots off
them blood-thirsty demons in war paint
an’ murderous designs. I was bound to
go and sucker the pale faced maiden
whose half brother had been sent to the
happy huntin’ ground with a arrea fur
a breastpin. Now, it takes sand to go
and face them relentless redskins an’
their nefarious burning at the stake
and runnin’ the gauntlet, But I started out on the warpath,
pale but gritty. I sorter reconoitered
down the back ally till I struck the
ferry an’ crossed over into New Jersey.
Then I jist humped myself lookin’
for redskins. It must have been a cold
day for ’em, for I didn’t see none nor
any sig n s: not even the spiral smoke
risin’ from a raw-hide wigwam.
I
ventured to ask a storekeeber if there
wus any Injuns in them parts. He
wus a nice man an’ showed me right
away where I could find one. It wus
off the main trail in a sorter fastness of
little streets. There sot a Injun sure
as you live. His back was turned.
Now wus my chance to avenge the poor
white maiden an’ win fame. I sneaked
up behind him an’ drove my glittering
hatchet in—a cigar sigD. Pa come
over the next day an’ paid for the spoilt
Injun an’ took me out of jail. I hain’t
ben on the warpath since.—JET. J. Keller
in Judge.
A Dog Story.
Milton, Ky., has one woman who has
the nerve and pluck peculiar to Ken
tucky, and deserves to be immortalized
in print. Mrs. Banks, a most charming
young married lady, wife of the ware
houseman at the Rich wood Distillery,
had been very much annoyed for some
time by a neighbor’s dog, which would
slip into every accidental open door
and carry off provender. The other
day she went from the kitchen into an
adjoining room, leaving the kitchen
door open. She returned just in time
to see the brute jump off the table with
a piece of meat in his mouth. Exasper
ated beyond endurance, she ran back
into the room, and, snatching up her
husband’s $8-caliber pursued the canine
thief, and, just as he leaped into the
neighboring yard she fired. The fatal
bullet went through the dog’s heart
and h%dropped dead.' The owner was
at first inclined to prosecute the slayer,
but finding that he had not paid tax
on the dog, and that it consequently
was not property,” he accepted the
situation. The people of Milton now
refer to Mrs. Banks with pride, as a
woman who not only does not fear the
sight of a revolver, but has the nerve
and pluck to fire it in defence of her
domestic peace.
In 1868, when Seymour and Grant
were running for President, there was
a gathering of the second Adventists,
in July, at Milwaukee. These people,
it will be remembered, believed that the
world was coming to an end in Septem
ber. One morning one of the clergymen
found a Democrat from Kentucky and
a Republican discussing the approach
ing election. He said:
“ Gentlemen, there is no use in dis
cussing this question, for before that
time the Lord will reign triumphant
throughout the world.”
The Democrat replied, “I will bet
you twenty-five dollars he can’t carry
Kentucky.”—Life.
The Xenia Gazette sa y s: “It is a
strange truth that in the history of man
kind events of a like nature, whether of
good fortune or bad, are likely to hap
pen in groups.” It gave utterance to that
thought because three old ladies, Mrs.
Strain, Mrs. George Monroe and Mrs.
Burrows, of that city, had died within
a short time of each other, and all three
died from a fall in which a hip was dis
located,

Providence Independent

A new defalcation has just come to beautiful and appropriate ceremonies make sugar cheaper than the trust.
light,. The First Comptroller of the then inaugurated have become, year The failure of beet root sugar exper
------ AT-----Treasury has been overhauling the ac after year, more impressed upon the iments in America he attributed to lack
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
loyal hearts of the people, and with a of experience. The few skilled work
WHO will be president OF THESE GREAT UNITED STATES A YEAR HENCE
counts of General James W. Ewing,
reverent gratitude for the inestimable men impoited were not familiar with all
NOBODY KNOWS.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T G . CO ., PA . the appointment and disbursing clerk results—national unity and honor—all
the steps of the process. This is where
of the Department of Justice, and, it is rejoiced to observe and participate in
C. J. BUCKLEY calls the attention o f the pub B U T E V E R Y B O D Y W A N TS TO B U Y S T O R E GOODS FROM A GOOD
Mr. Spreckels claims to have the advan
lic to his stock of SPRING GOODS :
E. S. MOSER, E ditor and Proprietor. claimed, has discovered a shortage of the patriotic duties incident to the oc tage. He trains his men personally for
Assortment and at the Lowest Possible Figures, granting the Storekeeper an
Every department of the store well stocked.
over $9,000. The Attorney General casion.
As members of the Grand each department and has made beet Goods arriving daily ; prices lower than ever.
average amount o f bread and butter. I f you will
ordered an investigation, Gen. Ewing Army, we should appreciate the fact
T hursday, M ay 17 , 1888.
root
sugar
a
success
in
California.
BOOT
AND
SHOE
DEPARTMENT.
was removed and his successor ap that the duties of the day are imposed
Call at
Boots, best makes, Cander, Woonsoket,
pointed, but it will take several weeks upon us by the principles of our as Equally good results, he declares, can Gum
and
Celebrated
Duck,
$2.50
per
pair.
be obtained throughout the East, and
Men’s Gum Shoes, best make.
50e. per pair
T he New York State Democratic to carefully investigate the accounts.
You will find a WELL-STOCKED COUNTRY STORE, full to the top, with Goods Staple in
sociation, and that in no other manner by affording a ready market he is pre Boys’
“
«
40c.
i*
Gen.
Ewing
is
an
ex-Union
soldier
Character and Needed by Everybody.
! can we more fittingly and effectively paring to prove that the farmer who is Ladies
Convention wa9 held Tuesday, when
“
“
jjSc.
“
with a good record, appointed from
“
30c.
“
It is unnecessary to name the goods and prices, but we will compete with town or country
Governor H ill’s administration was West Virginia about six years a»o. “perpetuate the memory and history of extremely fortunate if he gets ^>10 for Children’s “
our heroic dead” than by relinquishing
praised and Cleveland indorsed for the He says the discrepancies are caused our usual occupations for a time, and an acre of wheat, may get $ 10(1 for Men’s French Calf Shoes, in Button, Lace or prices, excepting figures which mean sooner or later forced sales. All we ask is a living profit.
Congress, $2.50 per pair, sold elsewhere at $3.
the same acre if the crop is sugar beets
by the Comptroller disallowing accounts lay our annual tribute upon the graves
Presidency.
Men’s Medium Weight Calf Shoes, from $1.25 to
and
at
the
same
time
enrich,
not
im
$2.00
per pair.
of money paid out by order of the At of our departed comrades. We should poverish, the soil.
Men’s Every day Plow Shoes, $1.00 to $1.25 per _
_
_
_
_
__
_
_
_
_
_
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_FEOVIDEUOE S^TT-A-RE.
torney General, and the charging of
pair.
Mr. B laine will have use for a vigor requisitions against him which he has remember the sacredness of the duty
The
above
grades
are
all
first-class
and
bar
thus devolving upon us, and approach
gains at the price. We bought them direct
ous constitution before next winter. not received.
Philadelphia Markets
its discharge in a becoming manner.
from the manufacturers, and can save you the
The Texas Senators have been mak Let our conduct be such as to bring
He expects to receive the thunder of
P h i l a d e l p h i a , M ay 1 2 ,1 8 8 8 .
middle man’s profit.
ing
arguments
against
the
Pleuro-Pneucongratulatory applanse by cable, this
FLOUR AND MEAL.
no reproach upon our loved organiza
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S SHOES.
$3 85 to 4 20 Ladies’ Peb. Button, Solid, $1.25, worth $1.75.
time, after which he will brace up, come monia bill as unconstitutional and inex tion, but endeavor to win respect and Minnesota clear,
pedient, and in the interest of the admiration, and make its observance Pennsylvania family
3 20 to 3 25
Kid, Hand-worked Button Holes, $2.00,
borne, wrestle with his friends, »and Chicago cattle syndicate.
Patent and other high grades.
4 8 0 t o 5 00 Ladies’
worth $2.50.
a work of love, and a duty for all time Rye flour, 3
60
to
3
65
fight the wicked enemy, Democracy.
The River and Harbor bill received to come. Let us therefore, on Memo Feed,
$20 00 1 $21 50 per ton. Misses’ Morocco, Hand-worked Button Holes.
$1.65, worth $2.00.
its chief support from New York, Ohio rial Day, repair to the last resting
Which is far superior to regular gum boots. This boot is made with a centre o f cotton duck with
Children’s Solar Tip Shoes, in all sizes, Spring
PROVISIONS.
coatings of rubber, so incorporated into the fibre of the duck, by heavy machinery, as to make
Michigan,
Wisconsin,
California
and
the
Heel
and
Common
Heel,
25
per
cent,
less
places
of
our
patriotic
dead,
carrying
T h e steel works and sheet rolling
a water-proof material that stands the severest test of wear, and renders it next to impossible
Pork, 1 50 to 16 50
than regular price.
South, New England cast nine votes with us the choicest .flowers of spring Mess
for them to crack, or to be cut or torn from contact with rough or sharp surfaces. Also a
Mess Beef,
- Í 50 to 9 00
Infant Shoes, 40c., worth 50c.
mill of Henry Disston & Sons at Tacony for and nine against it. There were no
large stock of
5 00 to 17 00
time, and with them and the flag they Beef Hams, Better
ones,
70e.,
worth
$1.00.
Philadelphia, were destro)Ted by fire votes for the bill from Rhode Island, helped to save from dishonor, “garland Smoked hams, per pound, 11 to
13
Shoulders, - >- DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.—This depart
6)4 to
8)4
early Sunday morning. The loss ag Vermont, New Jersey, Nebraska, Iowa, the passionless mounds above them,” Lard,
ment is filled with seasonable things : Ladies’ ]
to
8
- . . .
Suitings, Creapelines, Seersuckers, Dress Ging
23 to
31
gregates $300,000 and the insurance Colorado, or Kansas. There were no and thus teach by our example that Butter,
- hams, Wool Stripes and Plaids, Ladies’ Kid
13 to
14
votes against it from New Hampshire, devotion to country and flag is worthy Eggs, Every pair warranted to give entire satisfaction. An elegant assortment of
amounts to $190,000. The origin of
Gioves, Silk Gloves, Lisle Thread Gloves, Mus
Connecticut,
Delaware,
Maryland,
CATTLE.
lins, Sheetings, Bleached and Unbleached, at
the disastrous fire is a mystery. It is Michigan, Kentucrsy, Minnesota, Ar of imperishable remembrance.
Milch Cows,
*2£
15 00 to $75 00 wholesale prices.
L a d ies’ and C hildren’s F in e S h o es.
2. It is recommended that each Post Beef
reasonably safe to assume that the kansas, Louisana, Texas, Mississippi,
Cattle, extra, per pound,
5)4 to
KP" Have you visited our Queensware, Glass
5%
attend Divine worship on the Sabbath
good,
“
4)4
to
ware
and
Tinware
Department
¡—Second
floor,
5)4
Alabama, Florida, South Carolina,
tariff is not to blame in this instance.
common “
4 to
rooms No. 1 and 2. Our Hardware and Grocery
A decid ed bargain in B ed B la n k ets :
Virginia, West Virginia, Oregan, Cal preceeding Memorial, and join in thanks Calves,
5
to
6
Department is well stocked with everything you
giving to God for continued peace, pros Sheep,
ifornia, or Nevada. Pennsylvania gave
5 to
7% want or can think of. Men’s Spring Hats, lat All-wool Blankets for $4.00 ; a heavy Colored 1)4 Blanket, only $2.60. HORSE BLANKETS from
Lambs,
7 to
8)4 est styles and shapes. We have a large invoice 80c. up. Latest styles of Men’s and Brys’ STIFF HATS. You should see our Men’s FUR CAPS,
N atural gas, a year or two ago eight votes in favor of the measure and perity and happiness.
Hogs,
By
command
of
Dep’t
Commander.
7)4 to
8)4 o f seed potatoes coming direct from Prince Ed only $1.50 ; they are beautiful. Ladies’ Gossamers, only 75c. Ladies’ Knit Hoods, direct from
knocked the Roman Catholic Church of twelve in the negative.
ward Island, which we will sell by the barrel or factory, only 75c. Sellersville Knit Jacket for Men, $2.50 to $3.50.
F rank J. M agee .
The house committee having in charge
bushel. Garden Seeds o f all kinds, in bulk or
Allegheny City into a mass of debris,
T homas J. S tewart .
For the week ending May 12, 1888, there were packages. Liverpool Salt by the car load ;
the bill providing for a Constitutional
received
at
the
Hay
Market,
7th
Street,
above
and last Thursday the finest church
Assistant Adjutant General.
Coarse and Fine Cement-, Calcine Plaster, Sand,
celebration in Washington in 1889, has
Oxford, 185 loads of hay and 45 loads o f straw, Paints, Oils, Putty, Glass (any size cut to or
building in, western New 'York was decided to report the same favorably.
which were sold at the following average prices der), Rims, Shafts, Spokes, &c., &c.
during the week :
B rief and Interesting.
destroyed by the same agency. Natural The bill has already passed the Senate
Fine flavor all-sugar Syrup, 50c, gallon ; New Orleans Molasses, 70c. gallon ; full cream Cheese,
G. J. B U C K L E Y ,
Prime Timothy,
$1 05 to 1 15 5$ 100 tbs.
16c. per pound ; Rolled Avena or Oats, 5 pounds for 25c. ; splendid Rio Coffee, 25c. per pound.
gas is a cheap fuel, but it must re It provides for the appointment of a
KEEPING UP APPEARANCE.
Mixed,
.
95 to 1 0 5
“
Elegant
Chinaware and Glassware given away with Best Mixed Tea, 15c. quarter pound. Beautiful
P.
O.
Ironbridge.
Bahn
Station,
Pa.
commission
of
nine
persons
to
have
S t r a w , .............................. 1 50 to 1 60
“
Glassware actually worth price oi Baking Powder goes with one pound, 60c. Valencia Raisins, 10c.
spect and reverence sacred things if it
“Now,
John,”
said
a
wife
who
was
Seedless Raisins, Citron and Currants.
charge of the celebration, and authorize
would become quite popular.
the President to invite the chief execu going on a journey, “ when you bid me
Sole agent for John Lucas’ and Felton Run and Libby’s ready-mixed PAINTS. Qnality guaranteed.
tive and chief judicial officers of Mexico good-bye on the train you mustn’t lift
THE OLD STAND
Glass, Oils, Varnishes, Cement, Plaster Paris, and in fact everything
your hat or kiss me.”
4 p 0 LLB{j B Y I L L b S Full line o f Hardware, Drugs,that
is kept in a first-class country store.
M r . Y a r d l e y , representative in Con Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,
“
Why
n
ot?”
Salvador, Honduras, the United States
gress from this district, delivered his
“Because
people
will
think
that
you
of Columbia, Venezuela, Bolivia, Peru,
sentiments upon the much discussed Chili, Uraguy, Paraguy, Equador, the are not my husband.”—New York Sun.
tariff question in the House last week. Argentine Republic, the Empire of
The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry)
THE FA ITH KILLERS.
Reports of Mr. Yardley’s speech evi Brazil, the Dominion of Canady, Hayti
Store Stand in upper part o f Trappe, with a
■WARE-ROOMS.
“James,” said the undertaker, “it is
dence the fact that he is something and San Domingo to visit the United
full variety of Store Goods and is pre
States and participate. In order that about time to close the shop. Have
more than a “ wooden representative
pared to accommodate the public
The undersigned is now ready to
the President may entertain these you heard of any change in the condi
in the best manner.
so to speak. Whilst his statements in guests in a suitable manner the bill ap tion of Mr. Simpson since noon?”
serve the public, and kindly invites
D X B E R T ’S
regard to the matter under consider propriates $300,000.
“No, sir,” replied the boy, “except
everybody, old and i/oung, to call and
There is little foundation for the re that they’ve just turned off the doctors
ation were not strikingly original in
inspect the complete stock o f F U R N I
COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, &e.
conception, brilliant in expression, or ports to the effect that the confirmation and called in a Christian scientist.”
T U R E and HO USE F U R N ISH IN G
of Mr. Fuller as Chief Justice of the
“James,” rejoined his employer DRESS GOODS,
-CALICOES,
LINIMENT, for Spiains, Burns, Frosted Feet, &c
convincing in argument, yet our Con, United States is opposed by Senators gloomily, “ we will keep the shop open
GOODS in stock. A recital o f the
MUSLINS,
GINGHAMS,
gressman acquitted himself right credit of both parties. Some democratic Sen half an hour longer."-Chicago Tribune.
varieties and grades o f goods and prices
WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
TABLE LINENS,
TRIMMINGS,
ably and received the congratulations ators friendly to Senator Gray are said
would be tedious. “ Seeing is believing,"
CAMPHOR CREAM, a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on
EDGINGS, &c.
to resent the nomination of Mr. Fuller
A jeweler who had a bad cancerous
of members of the House.
and a visit to our Wurerooms will give
Chest resulting; from Colds.
Groceries in assortment, best qualities, all the you the evidence required before mak
We feel like patting our Congress and wish to delay confirmation simply pimple on his cheek, having occasion to time.
because Senator Gray was not the disolve some gold in nitromuriatic acid,
man on his back—for his courage.
ing your purchases.
VANDERSLICE’S SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
chosen man.
Republican Senators rubbed it several times, unconsciously,
8ACHLO, for Removing Greese, Paint, &c., from clothing.
The seventh district may yet wax are said to be looking up Mr. Fullers with his impregnated fingers and was Q u een sw are
B E D R O O M S U IT E S in Walnut, Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Abso
surprised
to
find
it
speedily
change
its
record
during
the
war,
and
are
inclined
famous, and our Congressman become
Ash, and Oak, and all the cheaper lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil, 150°
to object to what they term extreme appearance and shortly disappear. Sus
illustrious.
Bea tpqt
grades. Bedsteads from $2.50, up.
and dangerous State’s rights views. In pecting the cause, he made several un
C rockery w a re
JOSEPH W- CXJLBERT.
reality the opposition is not of such a iformly successful experiments of the
PARE LOR F U R N IT U R E ,a ll styles
T ii e .recent eulogy to the memory of character as to seriously delay his con same mixture; and thus has accident Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenware. and grades, including Plush and H air
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels,
Cloth.
the late Roscoe Conkling delivered by firmation. As he himself said, “the ally discovered a new caustic for can
Spades,
&c.,
&c.,
&c.
cerous
affections.
The
proportions
he
Senate
is
right
to
be
slow
and
careful
Robert G. Ingersoll has caused wide
Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters,
-IN ----in regard to such matters.”
adopts are one ounce of the acid to six
E V E R -:- O FFERED -:- I N
Window Shades and Fixtures.
and favorable comment. The follow
grains of chloruet of gold__ Exchange.
ing very brief extract contains a few
N O R R IST O W N ,
|3jp“ Remember, everything in stock
of the many thought treasures con A M ontgom ery County Invention.
The serious illness of the Emperor
fro m the minor to more important arti
tained in the oration :
A correspondent writes to the Bucks Dorn Pedro, of Brazil, calls to mind the For men, women and children, we defy compe cles o f Furniture and Housefurnishing
Goods. You can't go wrong, no matter
county
Intelligencer : “Lancaster fact that should he die Brazil, like
“ Above all, the citizens of a free
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examine what you want, by giving us a eall.
county is justly proud of Fulton, who England and Spain, would be governed
nation should honor the brave and in was the first to apply steam power to by a woman.
our stock before making your purchases.
It appears that the
The undersigned calls especial attention to his large and select assortment o f Carpets, &c.,
Picture and Looking Glass Frames
dependent man—the man of stainless machine navigation.
It appears to Princess Izabel, who has been acting
from all the leading makers in the country, consisting of
o
f
every
description.
Reframing
Pic
integrity, of will and intellectual force. your correspondent, after having seen as regent during her fathers absence,
tures, Glasses, &c.,one o f our specialties.
V E L VE TS, BR USSELS, TA PE S TR IE S, 8 - PL YS, D A M A SKS,
Such men are the Atlases on whose the models, and being clearly explained has not been a soverign in name only.
TH-A-FFE, PA.
A long experience as a wood worker
that Montgomery will very soon reach Last month she dismissed the Cabinet
E X -SU P E R S, SUPERS, G. G. SU PE RS, UNIONS,
mighty shoulders rest the great fabric the enviable distinction of revolution which her father had left her, because
enables us to know ju st what we buy and
C O T T A G E , C O T T O N S, R AG , &c., &c.
of the Republic. Flatterers, cringers, izing the propelling system of ocean she was dissatisfied with the slow pro
and just what we sell. You will get just
what you buy, and thefu ll worth of your
crawlers, time-servers are the danger and inland navigation. I allude to Mr. gress of the work of slave emancipation.
R ugs, R ugs, R ugs. A r t S q u a res, A r t S q u ares !
money.
ous citizens of a democracy. They H. C. Bender’s patent propellor, which Should she come to the throne she will
certainly
not
be
an
Empress
who
reigns
is
now
attracting
the
attention
of
scien
who gain applause and power by pan
A ll kinds o f Repairing and Uphol
DRUGGETS, DRUGGETS ! MATTINGS, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTHS, SHADES,
Some of the colors of our new dress goods are
tific men and all persons interested in without governing.
dering to the mistakes, the prejudices navigation. The attention of the British
AND SHADING !
goblin blue, steel blue, gendarme blue, navy stering done promptly at the Lowest Pos
Upon notice furniture
blue, laly blue, terracotta, mahogany, wood sible Figures.
and passions of the multitude are the government has, through its consul,
ODDITIES IN MENU.
brown, cinnamon, tan, steel, stone, slate, gray, to be repaired will be taken to my work
enemies of liberty.”
moss gr.een, serpent, sage green, olive green,
vaiPSa
been called to this valuable invention.
Parrots are eaten in Mexico.
Nile green, cardinal, garnet and many mixtures, shop and returned fr e e o f charge, or
The invention consists of two small
Spiders are considered a delicacy checks- and stripes in such a happy combination the repairs, i f desired,- will be made at
Carpets made and put down in the country at the same prices as in the town, by an Experi
wheels moving in an air-tight compart roasted in the New Caledonias.
o f shadings that it is impossible to describe the the residence o f the customer.
enced Upholsterer, who thoroughly understands his business. We ask you to examine our facilities.
W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
effect. Some of the new materials are Henri
ment placed under the bottom of the
Silk worms are looked upon as delic etta
We
are
sure
finish, cashmere fine all wool, French, at 50
boat, on either side of the keel, nearly ious in China.
From our regular correspondent.
W. H. Blanchford.
and 62)4 cents. Fine Henriettas in many shades
Snails, frogs’ legs and geese livers are at 75 cents ; very fine Henriettas worth $1 25
W ashington, May 11,1888 —Nothing amidship. As there are two propellers
!
for $1.00. Finest French Almas, imported, sold
either, or both, can be reversed and the epicurean dishes in France.
very startling or very new has occurred vessel turned upon its centre or backed
by some houses at $1.50, for $1.25. These are
O
N
L
Y
A
W
O
R
D
Caterpillars are to Africans like reed the finest all wool colored dress goods sold in
on Capitol Hill since I last wrote you. promptly. This established fact is of bird on tbast.
BY BUYING YOUR CARPETS, &C., AT
Fottstown.
-WITH YOU YOUNGSerges 50 cents to 87)4 cents.
There is no lack of interesting work vast importence with vessels of war.
Ants are stewed and served up in
Fine and fashionable Cashmeres 95 cens to
going on all the lime, for this all im There being no swell produced, the both Africa and Brazil.
I . H . B R E N D L iI N G E R S
$ 1 . 00.
washing
of
banks
will
be
avoided,
a
8ebastapools, Bieges, Armures,Taffetas, Broad
Birds’ nests of the edible sort bring
portant tariff debate goes on in the
Cloths, and a hundred other things difficult to
desideratum not heretofote obtained by
Nos. 76, 78, 80 & 82
House day and night, the great River any other propeller and therefore will their weight in silver for the tables of name.
rich Chinese mandarins.
Tricots, fully 1 yard wide, at 75 cents, and a
As well as to Old Housekeepers desir
and Harbor bill has passed that, body revolutionize inland and canal naviga
Bees are eaten regularly by the Sin- regular 50 cent quality at 87)4 cents, and the
ing to Replenish with
62)4 cent grade at 50 cents. Many new choice
by a large majority, the Senate has been tion. The two demonstrations of its galese.
shades.
Skunk is hunted as desirable game
discussing the Land Forfeiture bill, the power given within the last two weeks
New French Sateens, choice styles, same.goods
at Ridgway Park gave great satisfaction by the natives of the Argentine Tie- as are retailed in the leading Phila. stores at 87)4
bill for the establishment of a bureau of
cents, we sell at 35 cents ; and a fine quality in
to expert spectators The brass model public.
choice patterns at 25 cents.
Animal industry, has ratified the Chi five feet long, was attached to a large
All the regular 15 cent satines 12)4 cents in
nese Treaty, and Js preparing to con mtteau containing three men and drew
A traveler in Norway says that the the newest French styles.
We show the largest variety of Fine Black
sider the Fisheries Treaty, but there it with great ease and facility the entire horses in that country have a very
Dress Goods in town. We keep the best make
— 0F—
lias been no personal encounter in length of the pool. A company has sensible way of taking their food, which of Black Cashmeres and Henrietta“, in the world,
—LOOK TObeen formed and patents secured in this perhaps might be beneficially followed bought direct trom the large importers.
either end of the Capitol during the and ail foreign countties. A large boat
We
can
show
yon
the
finest
quality
of
All
here. They have a bucket of water Wool Henriet’a ever imported. It is over 1)4
week.
will be built to which the propellor will put down beside their allowance of hay. yards
wide, counts 104 twills to the inch and is
Since his famous episode with Senator be applied and then all of the claims It is interesting to see with what relish but $1.75 per yard. Our $1.00 Black Henriettas Having laid in a good stock of General Housefurnishing Goods, we can show you a
Ingalls, Senator Voorhees has been will be fully demonstrated to those in they take a sip of the one and a mouth sell rapidly. Our new Black Silks are all war
We open to-day an elegant line of New Dress
ranted not to cut or break, from $1.00 up to $2.00.
terested.
By
the
request
of
interested
ful
of
the
other
alternately,
sometimes
terribly afflicted with a carbuncle and
Special bargains in Silks of many kinds, in
Goods. The most desirable styles we have
parties, Dr. A. D. Markley, of Hatboro,
Rhadameg, Rha zameres. Surahs, Ar
“ A penny saved is a ppnny made.” In buy
has been confined to his bed in conse manager of the company, will exhibit only moistening their mouths, as a rat cluding
ever shown, some of which came from a
mures,
Faillies
and
Mervieliux.
ing a fertilizer buy a phosphate that shows the
ional being would do while eating a
We have a new line of Black Silks. '40 inch Such as Walnut, Ash and Painted Suits, Parlor
highest
analysis, as poor phosphates cannot pos
quence. He was able to lie in his seat the invention at New York on next dinner of such dry food. A brokenlarge sale in New York and are very
lace flouncings for dresses, in Spanish Guipure
sibly analyze well. You cannot get “ blood out
Suits,Lounges, cheap ; Walnut, Ash and
on Thursday however, when he arose Thursday and lay claim to the $100,000 winded horse is scarcely ever seen in and Chantilli at $1.65, $2.00, $2.75, $3.00, $8.75,
much under the regular prices.
o f a turnip,” nor can you get value out of a
Painted 8ideboards ; Common and Piece
$4.00.
phosphate that only shows a comparative com
Top Mirrors ; Walnut and Ash Extension Ta
and made a manly apology to the Sen prize offered by the State for a propeller Norway, and the question is if the and
THESE GOODS ARE
New
Jet
Trimmings
at
50
cents
to
$6.00
per
mercial value far below its selling prices, which
bles, Cane and Wood-seat Chairs, cheaper than
ate for having allowed his temper to that can be used in the Erie canal with mode of feeding has not something to yard.
you
seeis the case with most fertilizers made.
ever ; Bureaus, Centre Tables, Rockers, Cot
out destroying the banks of the canal
New Gimp Trimmings in Worsted, Silk and
OF THE FIHER QUALITIES I
ton and Woven Wire Mattresses, with latest
Overcome his judgement under exas The simplicity and power of the propel do with the preservation of the animal’s Tinsel.
respiratory organs.
improvements.
MEDIUM AND LOW PRICED.
New Jersey Coats, New Corkscrew Coats, New
perating provocation, he having used ler is indeed wonderful and great things
-......
-m -m—» ------------ Wraps, New Coat Cloths, New Cassimeres, Cov
One lot of Small and Medium Checks—a real
unparliamentary language and his high may be expected of it, and Montgomered
Button's
made
to
order.
Show a commercial value o f from $6 to $8 per
Claus Spreckel’s L ife W ork.
bargain at 14c. per yard, never sold under 20c.
JUST RECEIVED A NEW LOT OF
The best sewing machine yet made is the
ton above the selling price, the State chemist
respect for the dignity of the United eryville, the home of Mr. Bender, the
Standard.
It
has
a
rotary
shuttle,
it
sews
1500
inventor, may become illustrious.
One lot Cloths—choice sty le s; price 40c., have giving it the highest valuation o f any made or
States Senate as well a self respect in
HE SAYS IT W ILL BE TO ESTABLISH THE stitches while others sew 1000, and is much
sold
in the State for the price. Therefore buy
been 50c.
quieter doing it. We guarantee to stitch 100
where you get the most for your money. My
BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY IN AMERICA.
duced him to say so.
yards on the Standard in less time than any
One lot of the finest quality Small Checks, all phosphates are honestly made from animal bone,
Latest Styles and Patterns, at Remarkably
Memorial D ay,
C hicago, May 13.—Claus Spreckels, other machine with the old style shuttle will
wool,
yds. wide, at $1.00 per yard ; have reliable and lasting.
His transgression of the rules of the
Low Figures.
stitch 75 yards. Two Standards each running
been sold in Philadelphia this season at $1.50
General Orders No. I, Headquarters who is 60 years old and has made him at the rate of 1500 stitches per minute, make
— MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY—
(so called) most dignified legislative
per yard.
self a millionaire many times over, said less noise than one old style machine making
body in the world was thu9 atoned for, Department of Pennsylvania, Grand last night that he had only just begun but 750 stitches per minute. The Standard
Army of the Republic, northeast corner
M O R G A N W R IG H T ,
shuttle revolves on its own-centre, and is wheel
with no sacrifice of principle or self Tenth and Chestnut streets :
his life work. This is the establishment shaped, other machines have shuttles which
I.INFIELD, Montg. Co., Fa.
Such
as
Sheetings,
Muslins,
Table
Linens,
respect, and no doubt the Indiana Sen
in America of the beet sugar industry must start and stop twice to make every stitch,
K E Y S T O N E ST O R E ,
Blankets, Cassimeres, Towelings, «fee.
P hiladelphia , May 4th, 1888.
causing great friction noise and shaking. The
F..
P.
FARINGER,
Ironbridge, agent for Mid
on
a
basis
that
will
permanently
benefit
ator will stand all the better before the
Also constantly on hand a nice line of
Standard Sewing Machiue is far ahead of other
dle Section of Montgomery county. All or
April 12, ’88,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
1.
Time’s
ceaseless
march
brings
us
the
agriculturist.
Incidentally
it
is
his
lock-stitch
machines
as
the
circular
saw
is
ahead
ders entrusted to his care will receive prompt at
country for his handsome acknowledge
again to Memorial Day, and bids us purpose to annihilate the sugar trust. o f the gig saw. The Standard we truly believe
tention.
ment. Mr. Voorhees has so long and make due preparation for its fitting To-morrow, at Philadelphia, he will will be better at the end of ten years’ usage than
most other machines at the end o f 5 years. Don’t
invariably borne himself with marked observance. Twenty years have joined meet the engineers and draughtsmen think
R SALE !
of buying an old machine until you have Carpets, Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Clocks, Hard
ware, &c.
dignity in the Senate, that it is but the irrevocable past since our lamented who are at work on plans for bis new seen this greatest Invention in the sewing ma
chine line.
Perkiomen First Mortgage 5 per cent. Rail
Thanking our many patrons for past favors
natural he should regret his recent de comrade, John A. Logan, then Com- refinery in that city. With these ad
road Bonds, in sums from $100 up to thousands.
and soliciting your future orders, I remain re
roander-in-Chief of the Grand Army of ditional facilities, Mr. Spreckels said,
(V
tlO
C
lP
E
D
E
S
a
Interest
payable quarterly at any ticket office
spectfully
yours,
parture from his own strict rule of
H ow ard L eopold,
the Republic, suggested that the day he would soon be .able to supply half of
along the road. These bonds are the best secur
yCYCLE^á
conduct Bfid make due apology for its be consecrated to the memory of the all the sugar consumed in the United
ed and the most convenient investment now on
229 HIGH STREET,
IS A A C K U LP,
the market.
J. W. SUNDERLAND,
violation,
departed Soldiers pf the Union. The Sta'es. He was confident be could 27oc
POTTSTOWN, PA. 9feb
GRATER’S FORD, PA,
Collegeville, Pa,

S P R IN G T A L K

W E DO NOT CABE TO KNOW JU S T NOW

RAHN STATION

GOTWALS’ STORE, PROVIDENCE SQUARE,

JOSEPH

G.

GOTWALS,

UTTST ARRIVED I

THE SNAG - PROOF BOOT !

© & * FREED’S CELEBRATED BOOTS AND SHOES!

Groceries are a ll Choice and W ell Selected I

RE-OPENED! FURNITURE

AtW. P. Fenton’s, Collegeville.

t COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, t

Dry Goods and Groceries

CARPETS
CARPETS
CARPETS

Boots & Shoes

T IE IAE&EST U N E .

At Prices Lower than Ever !

F . B . K U SH O N G ,
L E O P O L D ’S

New G o o d s !

CURTAIN POLES AND CURTAINS, Ac., Ac.

W e can Prove You can Save Money

HOUSEKEEPERS!

EAST - MAIN - STREET,

NEW GOODS

M O R R IST O W N , P A .

S P E C IA L EO T

FARMERS,

DRESS GOODS! YOOR INTERESTS !
Nice - Line - of - Furniture
Trinlej’s A M Bone Plmpliates !

Crocker! and Queensware, Lamps, k

DRY GOODS

JA C O B T R IN L E Y ,

Choice Groceries, Hats, Caps,

F°

After riding a short distance Jones
jumped off, when bis foot was caught
in a frog and he was thrown to the
ground. His right leg was thrown
under the cars and cut off a short dis
tance above the ankle. The left leg
was badly cut and hroken, and his body
was bruised and cut by being dragged
over the ground. He was carried to
his home by two workmen from the
rolling mill and Drs. Beaver and Hall
were immediately summoned. They
did what they could to relieve the boy’s
sufferings, and about 9.30 o’clock he
was carried to the Philadelphia and
Reading railroad depot for the purpose
of removing him to the Pennsylvania
Hospital, in Philadelphia, but before
the train arrived the boy died.

*
Accident.
Neighbor Joe Landis was traveling
the other day and witnessed the fol
lowing accident on the Norristown
branch of the Reading Railroad :-—
Michael Hack, of Manayunk, in jump
ing off a moving train was thrown close
to the track and severely injured about
the head. He was unconscious for
some time. Hack made the jump to
secure his hat which had blown from
his bead.

D eath o f George F . Meredith.
name is the very synonym of the prin APRIL AND MAY PRICE LIST
ciples
promulgated in our platform.
OF COLLEGEVILLE GREENHOUSES.
George F. Meredith, the talented
journalist of Norristown, and until re Almost every sentence of that imper
VEGETABLE PLANTS.
Doz 100 1000
e e
T hursday, M ay 17 , 1888.
cently editor of the Register, died in ishable document bears the impress of
Early
Cabbage
Plants,
transhis
statesmanship.
His
ideas
and
senti
that borough the early part of last
planted, 8 kinds,
10
65 5.00
week, aged 31. As a writer Mr. Mere ments are woven in the very warp and Cauliflower plants, transplant[Located on the premises formerly owned by
ERMS:—$1.25 PER TEAR, IN ADVANCE.
woof
of
its
texture.
Physically,
he
is
ed,
Snowball,
20
1.50
dith was clear, forcible and graceful,
J. Z. Gotwals, % mile west o f Depot, Coir
E
gg
plants,
transplanted,
30
2.00
a
giant,
[Loud
applause]
unconquer
his literary' style was attractive and
This paper has a larger circulation
Pepper plants, transplanted, 3
legeville.]
pleasant. As a lecturer he was fluent, able on the field of battle, and immov
kinds,
18 1.00
n this section o f the county than any
able
to
all
weapons
except
Cupid’s
Tomato
plants,
trans.,
6
k
’ds,
12
75 6.00
and his beautiful word pictures used in
Potato plants, red and
ither paper published. As an adver
port’.aying the higher sentiments of dart.” [Cheers.] The speaker went Sweet
yellow,
30
2.50
haman mind were always attractive and on then presenting the intellectual and
tising medium the 11Independent1' ranks
t3F"Send
for
eight-page
price
list
free.
moral
attainments
of
his
candidate,
and
impressive. We regret very much to
among the most desirable papers, having
GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS :
V E G E T A B L E S 1
L ost a C ow.
record the death of Mr. Meredith. We said : “He is the idol, not only of his
Coleus, assorted, 2% in. pots, 5c. each ; 50c.
a large and steadily increasing circula
party,
but
of
the
nation,
and
the
ladies
$4.00 per 100. Geraniums, assorted, 3%
A valuable cow belonging to P. J. had come to esteem his talents, the especially regard him with high favor, doz.;
in. pots, 10c. each ; $1.00 doz.; $7.00 per 100.
tion in various localities throughout the
Davis, the veteran butcher and farmer sunshine of his nature, and the genial so that if he is nominated and elected, Verbenas, assorted, 2)4 in. pots, 5c. each ; 50c. In addition to growing plants and vegetables, I
county.
doz.; $4.00 per 100. Moon Flower, popular sum
of near Ironbridge, died Sunday. A ity of his friendship.
have opened a
a second White House wedding is as mer vine, 15c. to 30c. Roses, teas and hardy,
Tt is the aim o f the editor and pub
disagreement of opinion between two
sured.” [Long applause and cheers.] fine stock, 20c. to 50c. Petunia, double fringed,
verterinary surgeons as to the cause o f
and white, fine, 10c. to 35c. Begonias, 25
Sure to Com e, T h is T im e.
lisher to make the “Independent ” one o f
After having discussed and favorably purple
kinds, from 6c. to $1.00. An immense stock of
the
animal’s
death,
led
to
a
subsequent
the best local and general newspapers
According to the Bulletin, Provi presented the good qualities of his
Sem i-A nnual Meeting.
plants grown, at equally low prices.
post mortem examination, the result of dence interfered and kept Rev. Samuel choice, the speaker concluded by say other
EiF" Over 4,000 feet of glass devoted to raising
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
Now is the time to lay In a good stock of
The semi-annual meeting of the which we have not learned. On Mon
plants alone.
this end we invite correspondence from Farmers’ Union Horse Company of day Messrs. J. W. rt. Gross and L. H. Small from presenting himself to the ing : “The man who is thus pre-emi
Lawn Mowers, very low, ask for prices ; Gar Garden, Field and Flower Seeds, and this is the
place
to get them fresh and pure. I do not handle
people of Royersford some time ago. nently qualified for the Chief Magis den, Field and Flower Seeds ; Galvanized Wire
Fairview Village will be held at Burk- Ingram of this place, representing the
seeds. I will give you as much for
every section.
Brother Guss now feels sure that Mr. traey of this mighty nation, is that Netting, 1ft. to 6 ft. wide ; Garden Implements ; worthless
your money as any other seedsman in the county.
ert’s hotel, that village, on Saturday, Upper Providence Live Stock Associ
Mixed
Bird
Seed,
Lawn
Grass
Seed
and
White
Small will fulfill his engagement on hero of heroes, that prince of states Clover Seed ; Wire Trelises, Bulbs, &c. A il or
EiF-The purest seeds do not compete in price
June 2 , ’88. The usual routine busi ation, assessed Mr. Davis’ loss at $50.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Thursday evening, May 24. Brother men, that peerless gallant, Raymond ders by mail and those left with the Collegeville with what are known to the trade as “ cheap
ness and other matters pertaining to
The county is flooded with such which
Guss evidently has the assurance of Forrest Longacre.” [Loud cheers for Bakers will receive prompt attention and be de seeds.”
are either reduced in cost by adulteration or by
We publish the following schedule gratuitously the interests of the Company will be at
routes.
N orristown’s Big Day.
Providence and of Rev. Samuel Small Longacre.] After the President had livered free, on their HORACE
defects
in
their purity or growing qualities, the
for the convenience o f our readers.
RIMBY,
tended to. Roll call at 4 o’clock. No
that Rev. Small will be on band on the succeeded in restoring quiet, Mr. Jno. Florist, Seedsman and Vegetable Plant Grower, latter being generally the case. Such seeds Will
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
Last
Saturday
was
considerable
of
a
turkey dinner this time, gentlemen.
always prove dear at any price, because a waste
follows :
C o l l e g e v il l e , P a .
day for the Norristown firemen. The evening stated, and we hope he will. Wagner rose, and in words of praise Imar
of time, loss c f labor and no crop follows.
FOB PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
and
eulogy
of
the
highest
order,
sec
We
want
to
hear
him.
In
the
mean
My aim and ambition Is to supply my custom
Humane’s new house at the corner of
E xam ined and L icensed.
ers with the best that can possibly be produced.
Milk............................. ............................. . .6.47 a. m.
time we will meditate, at leisure, upon onded the nomination. W. H. Wot- DUBLIC SALE OF
Main
and
Green
streets
was
dedicated,
My increasing trade Is the best evidence that
Accommodation................................................8.03 a.m.
Messrs. T. C. Stroch and A. D. Wol- and the streets were thronged with Brother Guss’ enviable position in be ring then nominated his favorite, E. C.
my efforts are appreciated.
M arket.. . . ; ................................................ 1.22 p. m.
Hibshman,
and
the
nomination
was
ing
able
to
communicate
with
the
Plant quotations will be given later.
Accomodation.................................................. 7.12 p.m. finger, of the Senior Theological Class people to see the fireman’s parade and
Orders by mail and those left at Collegeville
FOB ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST. of Ursinus College, were examined and
the houseing of the Humane’s superb ap Powers that be and favor the rest of us seconded by P. E. Heimer ; W. H.
Drug Store, will receive prompt attention.
M ail...................
.................................... 6 47 a. m. licensed by the classis of Tohickon paratus. Visiting firemen from other with the knowledge he receives. Don’t Wiltring’s name was presented to the
Yours truly,
Will be sold at public 6ale, on MONDAY,
Accomodation...................................
..9.14 a. m. Monday last. Mr. Stroch will soon towns and cities swelled the parade forget Small’s
lecture : Jugs and convention in glowing terms by Ernest MAY 21, ’88, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
Market.......... „ ........ ..................................8.1.5 p. m.
30 head of fresh cows with calves direct
F ie d e r ic k P r iz e r ,
Accommodation....................
6.47 p. m. enter the pastorate of the charge re and made many of the Hubites feel Jugwumps,” in Royersford hall, Thurs Clapp, and U. E. Jones with a hearty
York county. Good judgment was
concurrance seconded the nomination. « « - “ from
cently vacated by Rev. H. A. Bom- happy. The main address of the occa day evening, May 24.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
exercised in the selection of this stock, Seedsman, Grower o f Vegetables and
J. L. Fluck then nominated E. S. and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at
M ilk..................................................................... 6.56 a.m. berger, and Mr. Wolfinger will at once sion was delivered by J. V. Gotwals,
Accomodation......................- .................... 6.48 p. m. enter upon the duties of bis first field
Bromer and C. U. 0. Derr seconded tend sale. Sale at 2 o’clock, p. m., sharp.
Esq., which included a historical
Vegetable Plants,
Com m encem ents.
NOBTH.
the nomination. The last one to rise Conditions by
of
labor
in
Chester
county,
the
former
sketch
of
the
Humane
Company.
H. H. ALLEBACII.
Accommodation..............................................10.03 a.m.
The
sixth
annual
commencement
of
16feb8m ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
was E. W. Leutz, who nominated J. L. J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
M ilk..................................................................... 5.84 p.m. charge of Rev. J. W. Meminger.
the public schools of Lower Provi Fluck and C. D. Yost seconded it.
Paris Green.
dence—the pioneer district of the Upon motion the nominations for Presi
gT R IK E COMMENCED 1
Probable Infanticide.
Paris Green is sure death to potato county in adopting a graded course of dent were closed and the convention p U B L I C SALE OF
Home Flashes and Stray Sparks
The jury appointed to bold an in b u gs; and it will kill chickens, no study—last Thursday evening, attracted proceeded to balloting. The first ballot
I have decided to make a reduction in my
From Abroad.
quest on the body of the child found in doubt. A mixture of screenings and a large gathering of people who more resulted as follows : Longacre, 37 ;
prices (from April 2,1888,) for shoeing. I will
Paris
Green
was
recently
found
scat
than comfortably filled the basement of Wotring, 17; Hibschman, 13 ; Bromer,
a bag in the Schuylkill river at Valley
put on four new shoes, all hand-made, of any
— Welcome rains!
style desired, for $1.20 per set.
Forge, Wednesday morning of last tered along the road in front of Hiram the large Presbyterian church on the 10; Fluck, 26. 51 being the required
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
W. B. LOGAN, Yerkes Station, Pa.
—Thé dandelion crop is a prolific week, agreed upon a verdict of “death Haldeman’s residence, this place, in hill. The exercises were interesting ; number for a choice, a second ballot MAY 24,. ’88, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, 20
^
fresh cows with calves, from Lebanon
from suffocation” on Thursday at Nor tended it is thought to cause the death the graduates acquitted themselves was taken. Hibschman, Wotring and
one this season.
county, where the subscriber spared |^EW BLACKSMITH AT
ristown. The jury further advised that of Mr. Haldeman’s chickens. We can creditably ; the salutatory by Miss
time nor pains in selecting a lot
—To O. K : When will the track a thorough investigation be made by scarcely believe that we have in this Annie May Kratz included a very Bromer withdrew, and the result was “of «•■»neither
good cows. Among the lot are a number of
the Phoenixville Park or Driving As the authorities as the suspicions of foul section a man who would poison pleasantly worded bit of blank verse, as follows : Longacre, 65 ; and Fluck, extra cows in every particular. Sale at 2 o’clock.
F O R Q E D A L E i
by
SILAS W. FISHER.
sociation, or some other name, be ready play are strong.
another’s chickens, especially when which interwove the names of persons 36. LoDgacre was thus declared the Conditions
The undersigned has taken possession o f the
L.
H.
Ingram,
auct.
C.
U.
Bean,
clerk.
nominee and presented to the conven
well-known blacksmith shop (occupied during
for use ? We state this query for the
the chickens are not a nuisance to any prominent, past and present, in the
recent years by Abner Johnson) near Yerkes
benefit of some of our friends who own
body. If the act in question was done educational work of the township. The tion as the next President. Before
Personal;
Station, and is fully prepared to do every de
proceeding to the choosing of Vice
speedy horses.
as a piece of spitework against the music furnished by the choir of the
scription of blacksmith work, including horse
RIVATE SALE OF
David Trucksess, of near Providence
President
the
orchestra
played
“Yankee
shoeing and repairing o f all kinds o f machinery,
—Our.good poet George Wison took Square, is at Allentown this week, at owner of the chickens the perpetrator church under the leadership of Aaron Doodle” and “Marching Through
carriages, wagons, &c. All work done in the
if
detected
should
be
sent
to
Fort
Weikel, Esq., was excellent, and was a Georgia.” Nominations for Vice Presi
best manner and at reasonable prices.
a ramble the other day, enjoyed the tending the annual session of the Grand
In d ia n a H orses.
29mrlm
CHARLES HEYER.
gratifying feature of the evening. Prof. dent came next in order, and the follow
beauties of nature in her spring garb, Lodge, I> O. of O. F., as representa Shall.
The undersigned arrived at his stables, Lim
Hoffecker’s address was a stirring one, ing were made : S. P. Stauffer nomin
and this week favors our readers with tive of Economy Lodge, No. 397, of
FROM G R A TE R ’S FORD.
and the remarks made by Prof. A. T. ated Ernest Clapp and Ira L. Bryner erick Square, SATURDAY, MAY 5, with R A N T E D
pleasant verses'of poetry.
Evansburg. We trust Mr. Trucksess
another car load o f Indiana horses.
Smith, of West Chester, were timely seconded it. O. H. Neff nominated S.
John
Zimmerman
made
a
nice
haul
Good colors, good action and style. A
is having a pleasant time.
—Next week we will begin the pub
lot of first-class horses," suitable for
A young man aged 18, wants a position on a
of suckers and eels on Friday night and to the point ; the sublimity of his P. Stauffer, seconded by E. G. Small.
all purposes. Come and examine them. farm. Has had experience at farm work. Ap
Rev. H. A. Bomberger paid College last. In all there was over 100 in the introductipn was appreciated.
lication of Treasurer W. H. Young’s an
Dr. T. C. Strock’s name was presented by
Horses
for
the
city
market
taken
in
exchange.
ply
at
THIS OFFICE.
ville a brief visit Monday evening, after net. The weight of the entire lot has M. Y. Weber’s address in presenting
nual notice to tax-payers.
I. T. MILLER.
Chas. D. Wehler, and R. G. Magee
having vigorously sustained the cause not been ascertained.
the diplomas to the graduates, was seconded. S. P. Stauffer was chosen
—Observe another change in the time of.Ursinus College before the Tohickon
ANTED
characteristic of the Dr. It was plain Vice President on the first ballot, after
On Saturday morning last while C.
schedule of the Perkiomen railroad.
classis.
ASSIG NEE’S SALE OF
and
practical
and
full
of
common
sense.
which he thanked the delegates in ap
A. Wismer was in this place with a
A man to do general farm work. A good
—Our U. C. correspondent gives a
home and fair wages. Apply at
The commencement of the Worcester propriate words for the high honor con
two-horse team, the horses became un
Church
Repairs.
THIS OFFICE.
lengthy report in another column of the
manageable and ran away. Mr. Wis township graduates was held in Centre ferred upon him, and the convention
Valuable Real Estate 'I
The M. E. church at Evansburg is mer tried his best to stop them, but the Point hall Saturday afternoon. The closed with au overture by the orches
mock political convention held, in the
undergoing some -necessary repairs pin jumped from its socket in the pole attendance was very large and much tra. Thus ended-the first mock con
College chapel last Friday evening.
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY, POR SALE !
The walls are being kalsomined and and the hind part of the wagon soon interest was manifested in the exer vention, and let us hope that the boys MAY 26, ’88, on the premises, at Ironbridge,
Pa., the following described real estate, consist
—Jos. G. Gotwals, the store mer painted inside and outside, and when
The most elegible building lots in College
a lot containing 60 perches o f land, front ville for sale. Apply to J. W. SUNDERLAND.
chant of Providence Square inserts a the work is completed the building will became detached, scattering boards, cises. There . were seven graduates : will keep up the custom in succeeding ing-of
ing
on
the
Perkiomen
and
Sumneytown
Turn
years.
Houses and Lots fqr sale in Collegeville.
new advertisement in this week’s issue. be much improved in appearance, &c., along the route and throwing Mr. Adele Morgan, Minerva Hendricks,
pike road. The improvements consist o f a twoJ. W. SUNDERLAND.
The next free entertainment in the
story frame dwelling house 34 by 18
Merchant Gotwals is fully abreast with While the repairs are in progress the Wismer to the ground. The horses Sallie Stong, Jennie Ray, Frank Unfeet, L attached 16 by 16 feet, 3 rooms
the times in his stock of goods and usual Sunday morning services and ran at full speed for about a quarter of derkoffler, Jacob Kopenhaver and chapel will be the Sehaff open meeting,
,on first floor, 5 rooms on second floor, 3
a mile, when they collided with the Benjamin D. Royer. In the evening
prices.
(rooms on garret, ceiled.; cellar and
meetings of the Sunday school will be team of Frank Tyson, which threw the the township alumni, consisting of the which will be held on Friday evening,
June 8. The meeting promises to be a basement under. Stable room for 1 horse and 3
held
in
the
village
school
house.
The
—The commissioners appointed to
saddle horse and thus checked them in former graduates of the schools of the good one.
cows, slaughter house, ice house, chicken house,
( i n t h b f o r m e r p o s t o f f ic e b u i l d i n g . )
and pig sty. Abundance of choice fruit, well of
divide into wards the additional terri Sunday evening services will be tem their mad career. Fortunately Mr. township, met at the same place and
Our
students
have
at
last
come
to
water, one pump In the house and one outside.
tory recently annexed to Pottstown, porarily omitted. It is probable that Wismer was not hurt and very little treated a large audience to a first-class
see the propriety and necessity of se Sale at 3 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
have decided to report in favor of four the church will be completed in time damage done to the wagon.
entertainment.
J. D. ALDERFER,
lecting and adopting appropriate colors,
Assignee for James S. Cassel and wife.
new wards, which, with the original for the services of Sunday, May 27.
and
in
order
that
we
might
have
some
There will be divine services in the
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. J oh n s, Hunslcker, clerk.
ones, will make eight wards in the
3S T 0T I02S T S ,
College N otes.
thing entirely different from our sister
chapel on Sunday evening next at 7.30.
A Big B ull.
borough as enlarged.
colleges
we
have
adopted
a
combination
The
public
are
cordially
invited.
Last week Michael Grater purchased
MOCK POLITICAL CONVENTION.
of black, old gold and bright red.
—N. H. Lirzelere, Esq., of Norris of David Roberts, both successful
H. H. Yellis, contractor, left on
zzU sT O T =
town, has been re-appointed by the farmers of Worcester, a mammoth bull. Monday last for Williamsport for the
Notwithstanding the threatening con
The new catalogue is now ready for
&c„ &c., &c.
State Superintendent of Public Instruc It is thought Mr. Grater’s first inten purpose of purchasing about 80,000 dition of the weather last Friday even distribution, and in its general “get
A full line o f calicoes, muslins, ginghams,
tion as Trustee for Montgomery county tion, before or after he had made the feet of lumber. Mr. Yellis is busy, ing, the mock political convention was up” it stands among the foremost of
mixed goods for clothing. Ladies’ jerseys and
of the West Chester State Normal purchase, was to sell the bovine- to having plenty of work on hand.
attended by a goodly number of per American college catalogues.
cassimere shawls very cheap. Complete stock
o
f hosiery. Men’s hose from 5 to 25 cts. per
School.
sons from the village and neighboring
Forepaugh for exhibition purposes, to
pair. Pantaloons from 40 cts. to $5. Good
A complete copy of Prof. Hendricks’
John Kline is having the exterior of districts. About a quarter before 8
whole suits for men from $5 to $20. A good
—Rev. Charles Collins, of Philadel take the place, for instance, of the big his house painted. Wm. Groman and o ’clock the 108 delegates assembled in opening address will be published in
suit for $6.50. Silk handkerchiefs from 35 to
Whatever Michael’s first assistants are doing the work.
B U T S IM P L Y A N A N N O U N C E  75
the May Bulletin.
phia, desires-to sell bis 5-acre home elephant.
cents. Quick sales and small profits will be
the chapel and took their seats as di
thought
was
he
finally
sold
the
bull
to
our rale. Come and Inspect onr stock and learn
stead and summer resort at NorritonThe Theological department will close
M E N T OF F A C T S I N BErected by the reception committee.
Dr.
Fretz,
wife
and
son,
accompanied
prices.
Johnny
Horn
of
Bridgeport
for
“dried
ville. For sale at a low figure.
on Tuesday, May 2 2 .
S m ada.
GABD TO OUB IM M E N SE
beef and bologna.” The bull weighed, by Mrs. Fretz’s mother, spent Sunday Promptly at 8 o’clock the temporary
Simon Cartun & Co.,
—New and spleudid styles of wall live weight, 1950 pounds. Mr. Rob in town, the guests of Dr. C. W. Ever chairman, Derr, called the convention Original.
— S T O C K OF —
lOmaCOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
to
order
and
announced
that
the
hart.
paper selling very rapidly. Still a erts’ friends will want to know some of
SPRING .
orchestra would play “Hail Columbia,”
large lot on band. It is the price that these days where he buys his bulls and
“Oh ! Those Sweet Strains !” How after which F. G. Hobson, Esq., ’76,
In every hamlet may be found
sells them. If you intend to do any wbat he feeds them.
we welcome them, and how they glad was elected Permanent Chairman of the
Though not with laurel garlands crowned
papering don’t fail to see the stock at
den the hearts of all, as they are wafted convention, and Profs. Landis and
The new fledged bards who sing
Killed
on
the
Railroad.
For the Spring and Summer Trade of ’88, con
Kulp’s emporium, Grater’s Ford.
on the soft evening breezes from Hyde and Walter Bomberger and A
-A N D Of bursting buds and opening flowers,
Noah Nester, brakeman on the Perki “Dan’s ” new acoordeon.
sisting of a splendid assortment o f
xx.
And
lawns
and
arbors,
shrubs
and
bowers
;
H.
Hendricks
Yice
Presidents.
I.
C.
—The farm of the late William L. omen railroad, was fatally injured near
And all the charms of Spring.
Fisher was made Secretary and Jno.
Morrison, in Abington township, Mont Greenlane Tuesday evening. He was From Ironbridge.
Dress Goods, Ginghams, Calicoes,
Wagner, Jos. Bell, E. S. Bromer, M.
gomery county, containing 112 acres, braking for an extra train of cars
Some rhyme to gain a sounding name—
Exceptions Filed.
Shirtings, Table Linen, &c.
R. Longstreth and H. E. Jones Assist
That “ Ignis-Fatuus” known as Fame,
has been sold for $295 per acre.
loaded with stock. As the train swept
E d it o r I n d e p e n d e n t :— The article ant Secretaries. The necessary com
And what is it when won ?
rapidly around a curve Nester lost his
—About fifteen members of Iron- balance and fell from the top of one of in last week’s issue of the I n d e p e n d e n t , mittees on Platform and Credentials
A trifle as a feather lig h t ;
bridge Castle, No. 104, K. G. E., with the cars to the track, striking a switch under the beading, “Repairing a were then appointed, and while their
For me—like Robbie Burns I write
For Suitings for men and boys.
For pastime and for funtheir wives and lady friends will go to casting and receiving injuries that led Bridge,” deserves to be slightly over reports were being prepared the orches
hauled. In the first place the state tra rendered another selection of music.
Washington on May 22d.
to his death early Wednesday morning. ment that the bridge at Rahn’s cost
I love each graceful slope and swell,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
Neckwear, The undersigned invites your attention to his
The committee on Platform then re
large stock of
' Cuffs, Buttons, Scarf Pins, Lace Pins, Rings,
Each hill and valley, dale and dell,
—Merchant Fenton promises the The unfortunate man lay bruised and $40,000 was putting it a small farm ported, setting forth the principles of
&c.
Men’s
and
Boys’,
Ladies’ and Children’s Boots,
And each fertile plain ;
readers of the I ndependent a new ad bleeding where he fell for over an hour above its original cost. In the second the “Young America” Reform Party.
Shoes and Slippers.
Each
forest
wild,
each
mountain
crest—
before
he
jras
found
and
removed
to
Just received a large and carefully selected
vertisement next week.
place the parenthetical clause (“consid
I can show you as good a stock o f all kinds o f
The throne in rugged grandeur dressed
his home near by, A leg was broken, ering the work”) inferentially leads to Among the different planks, those de
stock of the latest styles in
Fine Shoes as you wish to see and at prices
serving
special
mention
are,
that
this
Where Nature holds her reign.
—J. C. Buckley, the lively store an arm crushed, and injuries of an in
which
can’t be beat.
merchant, of Ironbridge now drives ternal character were located. He was the idea of poor yvork. In reply to party favors tariff revision and revenue
The
wild
birds’
notes
o
f
melody
that
I
will
say
that
the
bridge
was
as
reform ; that it regards the war tax an
Freed’s Celebrated Shoes
about delivering goods in a handsome conscious up to the time of his death.
Float out from every shrub and tree,
For
Men, Boys, Women and Children for every
store wagon, neatand strong, and artis Deceased leaves a wife, but no children. well put up as any of the county bridges evil and a barrier to the progress of
As all in chorus sing ;
are at the present time. I will admit our land, and demands a speedy abol
Which we are selling at prices consistent with day wear ; have a larger stock o f them than
tically lettered.
A
concert
on
the
balmy
breeze,
can
be
found elsewhere, and at prices which I
that a great mistake was made in not ition of the same ; that it favors a re
the times.
defy competition. Also Shoe Laces, Buttons
Our hearts to cheer, our minds to please,
D eath of E lias Fluck,
putting proper bridge seats on top of duction of the surplus, and in order to
—-Mr. L. E. Pennington, of near
and Fasteners ; Shoe Brushes, Blacking and
A welcome to the Spring.
Elias Fluck, for a number of years a the piers to receive shoes of iron arches relieve “Uncle Sam’s” coffers it encour
Glassware, Woodenware, Queensware, Dressing. Please call and examine before pur
Areola, is also the owner of an enter
From
Winter’s
cold
embrace
set
free,
chasing.
prising ben. He sent an egg to this prominent resident of this place, died of iron superstructure. On account of ages the following appropriations : $5,Hardware, Floor and Table Oil
The
rivers
swe
eping
to
the
sea
at
his
residence
at
Limerick
Square
the
absence
of
those
bridge
seats
the
office the other evening that measured
000,000 for the endowment of Ursinus
• W - LOUXj
Make music to the ear ;
Cloth, Window Shades, Wall
8 inches one way and 6 inches the other last Saturday evening, aged 70 years. weight of the iron settled in- the centre College, $500,000 for new buildings at
I
r o n b b id g e ,
While
in
their
crystal
depths
the
sheen
RAHN STATION, PA.
and wheighed £ of a pound. The same The funeral will be held to-day at 10 of the p iers; otherwise the bridge Ursinus College, $1,000,000 for public
Paper. The best Rubber
Of Heaven’s celestial dome is seen
a.
m.
Interment
at
Montgomery
ceme
compares
with
any
of
the
other
county
buildings in Collegeville, and $25,00Q
gentleman sends us what we were
Reflected plain and clear.
Paints a Specialty.
taught when a boy to regard as “an un tery. The religions services will be bridges built at that time and since, and for a new railway station at College,
— GEORGE WILSON.
conducted
by
Dr.
Shumaker,
of
the
especially
with
such
as
the
masonry
of
lucky egg,” but in reality an egg arrest
ville, and it also pledges itself that it
ed in development before attaining the Reformed church, Trappe. The Ma which toppled down before the super will not rest until Poligamy and In
OR RENT !
sonic Lodge, Trappe, of which the de structure was put on. In the third temperance would be forever banished
RECORD
B U IL D IN G ,
usual size.
ceased was a member, will attend .the place the article says the bridge set from our land. After having discussed
Always the best. Raisins, Peaches, Prunes,
The two store rooms In Latshaw’s hall, cor
funeral in a body. For years Mr. tled one foot. That must have been and adopted the Platform, the delegates
F atal Accident.
ner Airy and Main streets, Royersford. This is Currants, Canned Goods, &c., In fact everything Nos. 917-919 Chestnut St.
Fluck was a successful and enterprising the other day when an arch dropped rose in their seats and joined in sing an
excellent opening for any one to start a lucra that Is kept In a well stocked country store.
We eppy the following from an ex business man, and at one time held a for Mr. Smith, but then it was two feet ing “Queen of the Valley.” Then came tive business in one of the most prosperous
PH ILADELPH IA, PA.
change for the especial benefit of several responsible position with the Paper instead of one foot. In regard to “ fre thé long looked for time of nominating towns in the State. The corner store room is
Yours Respectfully,
adapted for* dry goods, notion, and carpet
boy 8 of thi-» place, who are in the habit Manufacturing Company of Spring quent repairs,” let me say that the or selecting a candidate for President. well
Ladies and gentlemen can enroll at any time
A~.
store. Plenty of light. The only other
and will be changed only from date of beginning
of jumping to and from moving freight City. He was subsequently engaged bridge has been once painted, there Mr. G. H. Meixell was the first, to get ■• ■if exclusive dry goods and notion store in
their studies. They are instructed in technical
t i n y_|the town can be bought out on reasontrains. We ask the mothers of our boys in building enterprises.' About ten was nothing done to the masonry until the floor, and rising in his seat, he
knowledge qualifying them for the transaction
I i I ’ l^flable terms. Their stock is staple and
to read what follows, and we feel pretty years ago be became a resident of this last summer, when the wall joints were said : “Mr. President, ladies and gen nearly
of business and the proper management of busi
qll new. A large part of the rental will
ness affairs. Notable additions have been made
sure that if the boys will stop and re place, and erected for himself one of filled out with cement and now the put tlemen of the convention :—This is an be taken out in trade. The other store room is
to the staff of instructors. New positions have
TRAPPE, PA.
flect a moment they will cease at once the mdny fine residences that adorn ting in of bridge seats ; but all this occasion when words of eulogy will be well fitted for a furniture store and undertaker.
been
created, and the distinctive feature of
is no other exclusive furniture store in the
the dangerous and useless habit: “The our town, and superintended the build was rendered necessary by wear and heard on every side, Q-reat and good There
Peirce College of engaging business men and
town and no undertaker. Store rooms will be
book-keepers o f experience only as instructors in
practice of boys jumping on moving ing of a number of attractive bouses in tear, except the bridge seats which men will be extolled for their virtues, rented for other purposes if desired. Royers
the business course, has been again vindicated
coal and freight trains resulted Thurs this section. He was a man of consid were overlooked when the bridge was and honor will be given to whom honor ford has a population of over 1,000 and is rapidly gS T A T E NOTICE !
by a still further increase o f patronage. Ten
Spring City, just across the river
day evening in another fatal accident erable energy and business ability. A first built, on account of which two is due. In the constellation of this increasing.
hundred
and fifty (1050) students last year. It
and connected by a free bridge, has over 1500
Estate of Samuel Custer, late o f Lower is respectfully submitted that an instructor in
in Conshobocken. About 7-45 o’clock year or two ago several unfortunate in piers had been badly injured. With honorable body, there shines forth population. The country surrounding the two Providence
township, Montgomery county, de medical science who has never practiced medi
Ell wood Jenes, a nine-year-old son of vestments reduced bis financesand about these repairs made the bridge will many a bright star. But as in every towns is also thickly settled Call on or ad ceased. Notice is hereby given that letters of cine
would be no more out o f place in a staff o f
S. B. LATSHAW,
administration upon said estate have been instructors of a medical college, than a book
Franklin P. Jones, residing on Fayette a year ago be appointed an assignee. compare with any bridge from Rahn’s cluster of stars there is one that beams dress,
I0ma
Royersford, Pa. granted to the undersigned, and those indebted keeper who has never practiced his profession, is
street, above Hector, in company with His assets however will more than meet Station up, and will prove to be the with a brighter radiance ; so in the
to the same will make immediate payment, and out of place in a staff of instructors o f a business
several other boys of the same age, the obligations held against him. For best bridge spanning the Perkiomen, constellation of the “Young America”
those having claims against the estate will make college. Call or write for circular and Com
m
o
FARMERS
AND
POULTRY
RAISERS.
known
the same withont delay, to
jumped ob the night freight train of several years bis health has been de excepting the stone bridge at Oollege- Reform Party there is one that blazes
mencement Proceedings, containing addresses o f
4. THOROUGHBRED WYANDOTTE EGG&
EDWIN C. CUSTER,
Governors Beaver and Biggs, and Rev. Sam.
the Plymouth railroad when it was op clining and for more than a year his ville, the grandest and most substantial forth with meteoric light even dazzling
Single settings of 13 eggs, $1.00,
HENRY
E.
CUSTER,
W. Small and Rev. Sam. P. Jones.
or more settings, spejial rates.
posite the Plymouth rolling mill, on physical condition was such as to ren bridge structure in Montgomery the bright rays of all the rest. [Ap
Lower Providence P. O.
Administrators.
For sale by
THOMAS MAY PEIRCE, M. A,,
Or their attorney,
D. TJ. CASSEL,
the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad der him almost utterly helpless.
county.
.
R.
plause.] We have a man among ns whose
Norritonville, Montg. Co., Pa.1
Joseph Fornance, Norristown, Pa.
Principal and Founder

Providence Independent.

SEED S, P P A N T S

SEED

EMPORIUM!

F R E S H COWS !

F R E S H COWS !

P

W

NEW STONE IN COLLEGEVILLE.

DRY GOODS!

Hosiery, Fancy Goods,

AN EARTHQUAKE !
DRYGOODS!

IB O O T S

=SHOKS =

CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

SHOES I™ HATS,

F

GROCERIES !

Peirce College of Business,

J

^

W. ROYER, M. D-,

Practising Physician,
TR A PPE , PA,
Office, at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician,

E V A N S B U R G , PA
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m ., 7 to 9 p. m.

g

A. K RUSEN, M. D.,

Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Office Hours :—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ;
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf

|) R . B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I

S

T

! !

.86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues
day. Gas administered.

REM OVED!

N. 8. B o n n , D. B. S„ ¿ g fffk
209 S w e d e S t r e e t , First house
below Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly-of Boyertown.)
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
Artificial sets from $5 to $10. English and Ger
man spoken.
(ptap4-89

ATTO RNEY-AT-LAW ,
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.25-lyr.

jgDWARD E. LONG,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE
SWEDE, NORRI8TOWN, PA.

TYSON KRATZ,

Attorney - at - Law,
811 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
%3~ Philadelphia business also attended to.
R e s i d e n c e : Lower Providence Township.

12aply

AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW ,
Land Title and Trust Co. Building, Nos. 608 and
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator.
Can be seen every evening at his residence,
C o l l e g e v il l e , Pa.
D ec.l7,lyr.

^

P . FETTEROLF,

Justice of the Peace
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

J O H N S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, PA.
^^C onveyancer and General Business Agent.
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
able.
27jan-

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
(34 mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m.
P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.

J

P. KOONS,

P ra c tica l S la ter

! !

R A H N S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality o f Rootling, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

^

B. WISMER,

Practical Slater I
Collegeyille, Pa.
Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and rootling felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a
large lot of grey stone flagging.

J

G. T. MILLER.

CARPENTER and BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. A ll orders will be attended
to promptly.
ja n .l,’85,tf.

gD W A R D DAVID,

PAINYER and PAPER-HAHdER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.

S am p les o f P a p e r
Always on hand.

TSAAC LATSHAW,

Painter ant Paper Haapr,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Contracts made and estimates furnished, and
all work done guaranteed to give satisfaction.
28jytf

J.

Department of Agriculture.

Veterinary Surgeon !

DIFFERENT MODES OF POTATO
CULTURE.
Not a great many years ago j t was
the practice to plant whole potatoes in
h STA UFFER,
such quantities as to form quite a large
per centage of the expected yield, which
(SUCCESSOR TO THOMAS LOWNES,)
has been succeeded at the present time
by the opposite extreme of planting
single eyes, leaving ample room be
IRONBRIDGE, PENNA.
tween the two methods for cultivators
New Shoes per set, $1.25. Hand-made Shoes to experiment as to the amount of seed
at corresponding figures. Moving Shoes, per and the methods of cultivation from
set, 35 cents. Four wheels set for $1.50. All
kinds o f light and heavy work done in the best which the best results may be obtained.
possible manner. A ll work guaranteed. Mill
Picks sharpened and warranted. Give me a Owing to the short crop of last year,
call.
19ap6m
seed will be high, and it will be a good
time to plant whole small potatoes,
W
L. CRATER,
such as have been given to the pigs in
' ' *
WITH W. H. BLANCHORD,
plentiful years, and with many persons
they have all along been preferred to
PAPER HANGER,
our
seeds. Planting Irish and Scotch
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Estimates furnished
grown seeds is unsafe, as those who
and paper supplied.
2feb
have experimented with them generally
represent
them as unsuited to our
JO SEPH ST O N E ,
climate.
CARPET WEAVER
There is a general agreement on rows
C O L L E G E V IL L E H O TEL,
about three and a half feet apart, with
(Formerly Beard House.)
bills twelve inches apart in the*rows,
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. and one or two eyes in a bill, while at
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet lor
the same time occasional trials with
sale at reasonable prices.
whole seed have yielded larger crops ;
but so long as cut seed proves satis
D A V ID SPRINGER,
”
M a i n S t . t R o y er sfo r d , P a .
factory a majority will no doubt contine it use. It is no use to plant pota
NOTARY PUBLIC,
toes on wet, heavy soil ; while the
ground should not be excessively rich,
it should be clean, dry and mellow, and
AND LOAN BROKER:
fertilized
Where barn
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in generously
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies, yard manure is used, which contains all
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
the - necessary elements, it should be
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply
well rotted and decomposed, as in its
green state it is liable to cause scabby
JJ H. YELLIS,
potatoes; where this is not plentiful
some reliable commercial article should
Carpsnter u and « Builder,
take its place. Another quite good
GRATER'S FORD, PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon applica plan is to spread the barn yard manure
tion and contracts taken. All orders will re and plow it under, and at plantiug,
ceive prompt attention. All kinds of mill work
constantly on hand, such as window frames, drill the commercial kind moderately
doors, sashes, mouldings, etc. Will be borne in the rows. This method is practiced
two days in a week, namely TUESDAY and
FRIDAY, to attend to my customers. My in many sections and by it the tubers
prices defy competition. Come and learn my
get tbe advantages of both kinds of
prices before you look elsewhere.
12jan6m
fertilizers, first from the quicker action
of
the highly concentrated one, and
T IG E R HOTEL,
4th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia. later on from that of the barnyard, a
This old and popular hotel still fam ishes the moderate application of both being
best accommodations for man and beast. The thought better than the use of either
bar always supplied with the best liquors and
cigars. Rates, $1.50 per day, and from $4.50 to one by itself.
$6.00 per week.
A successful potato grower in Union
J. W . PLACE, Proprietor.
county, New Jersey, says his practice
J o h n G u n t h e r , Clerk.
5aply
for several years has been to plant only
one eye to a bill, cut from the butts of
large potatoes, not using the other end
with its more numerous eyes at all. He
puts
in the rows 600 pounds of some
TRUST - CO M PANY
well known brand of commercial manure
OF PHILADELPHIA.
to the acre, mixing it with the dirt in
the rows by drawing a chain through
Capital, $ 500,000, Full Paid.
before dropping the seed, and using no
other kind. He bas always bad good
Insures Titles to Real Estate and Mortgages, crops, even including tbe present, un
acts in all Fiduciary Capacities—Executor,
Guardian, Assignee, &c., and becomes security favorable year, and believes he can
for persons aeting as such.
profitably use a ton to the acre of com
O - T Y S O I S T K I R A T Z , mercial fertilizers whenever the average
R E SID E N T A T T O R N E Y ,
price of potatoes in this section can be
obtained
for bis crop.
311 Swede Street,
Norristown, Pa.
The potato has the habit of degener
ating to a degree that has caused the
TH E B A L D W IN
best and favorite varieties of former
times to become obsolete, so that even
their names are scarcely remembered,
and some of the more recent ones, such
as Peach Blow and Early Rose, are
giving place to newer seeding varieties,
(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)
to be themselves displaced hereafter in
the same way. I f we were dependent
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P a . on the tubers alone for tbe propaga
tion of tbe potato this would be an
alarming fact, but fortunately we have
The management having been in the Carriage in the seed tbe ready means of rejuven
Business a number of years in Philadelphia,
ating the species, and tbe more than
and being accustomed to handling all
500
new varieties, many of them sur
grades of fine work, feels qualified
passing
the former excellencies of the
to manufacture every de
scription of
parent stock, attest the success of po
tato specialists in this direction.
In States where the crop can be
harvested in May or June, and some
times as late as July, it is becoming
" W -A -O -O IS T S , <5cO somewhat common to raise a second
In the best possible manner at greatly reduced crop by exposing the small potatoes to
prices. A ll new work will be accompanied
tbe air—but not to the sun—for a
with a written guarantee to be as repre
sented.
'
couple of weeks or longer, until they
become dry and green in color. These
are then planted whole, and are dug in
the fall for seeds the next year. This
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
seed has not the same tendency to
The patronage o f the public respectfully sprout through the winter from a warm
solicited, and a cordial invitation is extended to cellar as the fully matured tubers. As
all to call at
the small ones used in tbe summer for
tbe second planting are slow in germin
ating so soon after being dug, they
20oc
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. should be started to sprouting before
being planted, by putting them into
barrels set in a cool place and sprink
P A T E N T S
ling them daily and covering the bar
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MOD E R A T E F E E S . rels with a damp cloth until they show
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office, signs of germinating. Flat and hill
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business in less time culture each has its advocates ; farm
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ers are more competent to determine
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip from their own experiments, which is
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. best for their own soils than from any
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents," with refer advice that can be given. For the
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
same reason no particular varieties will
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
be recommended for seed, except to say
that
for the main crop select the ones
CCRAP IRON 1
that from your own experience and
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast that of your neighbors you know -to be
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
well adapted to your soil and your
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
16jun
Collegeville, Pa. market. This, however, is not to be
understood as discouraging any one
from testing in a moderate way the
MRS. S. L. PUGH.
new varieties confidently recommended
by well known specialists, as it is only
TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, Bhroud-making in this manner that tbe best can find
their way into general use.
Ac.
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
The strictest attention given to all cases en
trusted to my care.
14ap

BlacM h, Horse Star&Gei’l Jollier

Insurance and Real Estate A p t

J J M. BROWNBACK,

Q

SPEAR,

W. GOTWALS.
YE R K E S , PA.
------ BUTCHER AND DEALER IN-------

Beef,: V eal: an d : Mutton!
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
ap!6-tf

M RS. E. D. LACHMAN,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud
tpaking. Wax flower? roade to order.

Tie Beal Estate Title Insurance

Carriage Works!

Carriages,

Buggies,

ORDERED WORK ant REPAIRING

The B altra Carriage forts,

SUCCESS WITH CLOVER.
C. R. Rice,' of Lewis county, New
York, writes the Country Gentleman as
COLLEG EV ILLE, PA.
follows : A peck of clover and a peck
Dealekb i n
of timothy sown to the acre will secure
a good stand on land in fair condition.
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
Of course much less quantity would do
I
________:__________ ;_________________ ;_________;______
I
if it all grew, but with a thin seeding,
LUM BER,
weeds of various kinds will fill the
-A.T ZL.OW P R I C E S :
vacant space and inflict a positive dam
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
age by their worthless growth. An
WE HAVE A LOT OF ONE AND TWO-HORSE
acre can be heavily seeded at an ex
SH IN G L E S, split and sawed.
pense of $2, and he who tries to save
money by scrimping in clover and
PICKETS, CEDAR AND C H E STN U T
WITH FERTILIZER ATTACHMENT.
timothy seed does not practice true
RAILS.
economy.- Clover should be cut as
L e h i g h and Sc h u y i k i i l
soon as it is fairly in blossom. A few
days delay will greatly lessen its value.
Begin cutting as soon as the dew is oif
and all that can be cut before two CHIIiLED PLOWS.
We will Bell them at COST, as we need th e ’ room they occupy In our
o ’clock may be cocked the same day. Warerooms. I f you want to buy at a BARGAIN, call and see us. We need all the space at our
soon as it can be raked, and while command to make room for our OWN Manufactured Goods. It will afford us pleasure to show
quite heavy and green, it can be cocked you our stock o f New and Improved Threshing Machinery. We feel confident that our Goods will
with safety. If good hay weather fol please you. EUT Should you contemplate putting up a WIND PUMP in the early Spring, call and
lows, it may stand two days in the see us. Will put them up at reduced rates.
C O A L . - - C O AL.
cock and be drawn tbe third day. It
is sometimes necessary to turn the
cocks over so that the bottom may be
C ollegeville, F a .
aired for a time, but usually it may be
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
drawn without. In case of a very hard
rain it will be nscessary to spread out
OATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,
tbe cocks, but with only ordinary
AND CAKE MEAL.
showers they, will dry without this
JE W E L R Y , SPEC TA C LES 1
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
labor. If clover is cocked the same
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
day that it is cut and is cured without
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for bam s and
opening, it may be drawn when quite
fencing.
heavy to handle and still keep perfectly
in the mow. Such hay is of the high
A N D TH E B E S T M A K E I N TH E C O U N T R Y FOR K E E P IN G
ENTERPRISE
est value for cows or other stock, but
A C C U R A T E TIME.
over-ripe or mouldy clover is almost
worthless. I like to see the clover
blossoms retain their red color until
I S P We call special attention to our Large Stock o f SPECTACLES. Do not fail to call and
ROYERSFORD, Mont. Co.; Pa.
they are placed-before the cows. Such have
your eyes examined free of charge.
hay will be greedily eaten, and there
will be no refuse to remove from the
I would announce to my friends and the public,
th at I am now prepared to furnish
manger.
16 E. MAIN STREET, (Opposite Public Square) NORRISTOWN, PA.
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Gristock & Vanderslice,

MACHINERY

Corn Planters,

Grain Drills,

The Roberts Machine Company,

W atches, Silverw are,

F L O U R ,

Diamonds, Clocks !

American Watches in Diamond Silver Cases for $6.

M AEBLE W ORKS

J . D . S A L L A D E ’S

m

—►—-------- -—

EARLY TOMATOES.
This product of the garden which bas
grown to such popularity is now one of
the most desirable that can be named
and to secure its early production is a
matter of much importance. The early
maturity of this vegetable depends
upon the use of seed for first planting
that possesses the important quality of.
earliness. Something may lie gained
by tbe care and treatment of the plants.
They should be started in the hot bed
or for the want of that in boxes in the
house.- A very good way is to pro
cure a great quantity of fruit cans from
which the ends have been removed,
place them in a shallow box and fill
with earth; when sufficiently warm
plant in each a few seeds, enough to
secure at least one strong growing
plant in each can, which will be suffic
ient for each can. As they grow, pinch
out tbe terminal buds, so as to cause
them to grow stout and vigorous, until
time to transplant, when they can be
set in the ground prepared for them
without injury. For a first crop the
“King of the Earl’s,” is offered by Z.
De Forest Ely & Co.„ as a remarkable
fruit ripening by the 1st of July. It
is represented as a very remarkable to
mato. Coming as it does from a re
putable house, ought to be a guarantee
of its quality in early ripening. Differ
ent varieties should be grown so as to
secure a succession. — Germantown
Telegraph.

— COLLEGEVILLE—

IA B T R A ÏÏFT HOUSE, M E B IST O W Ï, PA.
WEyi. C. BLACKBURN,
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Proprietor.
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A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.
HEADQUARTERS
1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet
F o r S P O R T IN G G oods N O R R IS T O W N , P a .

F O R T Y PO U N D S OF F L O U R
Exchanged fo r a Bushel o f
Good Wheat.
Highest Cash Prices paid for the .various grains.

Wheat Wanted at all Times

W I L L I A M B R IG G S .

APER !
All our new Spring Styles
are now in stock.
All NEW GOODS in a NEW
STORE.

GREAT BARGAINS
— IN—

Carriages, Wagons, Harness !
The undersigned has constantly on hand a
large supply of wagons, carriages, harness,which
he will dispose of at private sale during the en
tire season. Has on hand a full stock, includ
ing every variety of Carriages and Wagons,
manufactured by S. E. Bailey, Lancaster, Pa.;
Syracuse Wagon Company, N. Y.; Wilmington
Wagon Co., Del.; J. H. Birch, Burlington, N.J.;
the latter being the principal manufactory. Also
Van Buskirk’s wagons, of Pottstown, Pa. Also
a full stock of Carts and Buckbòards, made in
Flint and Kalamazoo, Mich., and the Cortlandt
Mfg. Co., N. Y.; and others.
Prices defy
competition. For workmanship, quality, and
finish, these wagons and carts are par excellence.
Large inducements offered to agents who will
take hold of the above Wagons, iu Montgomery,
Chester and Berks Counties. For terms apply to
NORRISTOWN, PA.

BAKERY !

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

W m . J. THOMPSON,

BEEF,=
VEAL,=
WALTON ! -M UTTON,=

ELEGANT WHITE BACK PAPERS, 5, 9. 10, 12c. per Piece.
ELEGANT GOLD PAPERS,
15c., 30c. per Piece. ELEGANT GOLD EMBOSSED PAPERS, 35c., $1.00 per Piece.
FELTS AND INGRAINS, 20c., 60c. per Piece.

LINCRUSTA

Samples and Estimates Sent Free. Experienced Workmen 6ent to all parts of the City and
Country. All Goods Warranted Free from Asenic, Perfect and Full Length.
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ZEST,

1 2 2 3 M a r k e t S treet, P h ila ., F a ,

2feb-’88.

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. „ Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

WM. J. THOMPSON,

C O A L,

CO A Li.

- B A R G A IN S -

LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

ALL THE TIME, IN
A full supply of Goal of all sizes constantly on
hand, from the best mines in the

HARNESS!
BRUSHES
SOAPS,
OILS,
AXLE
GREASE,
WHIPS,
CO MBS,
Blankets,
Robes,
Lap-Covers
Fiy-Nets,

----- ALL GRADES OF -----

Flour E5 Feed
PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE
LOWEST PRICES.

A ll the Best Grades of Working and Driving
COLLARS, at

Coro, Oats, Chop Corn, Coll Meal, Detwiler’s, Upper Proiitence Spare.
Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Bran,
Cotton Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and
everything usually kept in a flour
and feed store................ Also

Clover and Timothy Seed,
Seed Com, Seed Oats, Limn, <fce.

Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases.
$3F” Repairing attended to
promptly. The best material used. .
I3F“Headlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.

J o h n &. D e tw ile r .

W. E. Johnson, Proprietor.
— A FULL LINE OF ALL KINDS OF—

H O RSE

GOODS,

Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
<fcc. A full stock of collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
Will receive prompt attention.
27janly

¡Eg”Agent for Williams and Clark’s Phosphates,

gU N D A Y PAPERS,

AFFLICTED^UNFORTUNATE

YARD AND WAREHOUSE ;

Oaks Station.

Perk. R. R.

The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line o f Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,
—

HENRY YOST,

MAIJCK,
B4RTRAJÍFT HOUSE,

COLLEGEVILLE

All Old Goods Closed Out
at Auction.

Schuylkill Region.

JAMES L. PAIST, « p i , Pa.

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

June8-lj.

—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

Cash will be invariably expected when flour,
feed, &c., is delivered.

Favor ns with your orders.

All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments of Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly.
My motto:
ilLow prices and fair dealings,
RESPEG TFU LL Y,

EVERY MORNING.

G -IR -A G D E

MILL H D ALWAYS ON HAND.

BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SIL L S, ETC ., ETC

Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, of every De
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order. 03^“Repairing and Choke Boring a specialty.

(SUCCESSOR TO E. PAIST.)

FULL STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

Fresh Bread, Rolls &c.,

JAMES L. PAIST, Proprietor,

ROLLER ! FLOUR !

or

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

Roller Mills !

H IG H

AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Mo n u m e n t s and T o m b s t o n e s , o f Italian

American Marble or Granite, in the
‘ finest and latest designs.

t i

cx ,
CO
M

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK

3 29 iy

FRANK REES.

News Agent,

Collegeville.

AFTER A L L OTHERS F A IL CONSULT

3 2 9 N. 15th S t., b e lo w C a llo w h ill,P h il*.,P a .

20years’ experience In all Special diseases. Perma
nently restores those weakened by early indiscretions
Ac. Call or write. Advice free and strictly confiden
tial. H ours: 10 a. m. till 2, and 7 to 10 evenings,
49*Send Stamp for Book,

